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Pervasive computing environments such as smart spaces require a mechanism to easily 

integrate, manage and use numerous, heterogeneous sensors and actuators into the system. 

However, available sensor network platforms are inadequate for this task. The goals and 

requirements for a smart space are very different from the typical sensor network application. 

Specifically, we found that the manual integration of devices must be replaced by a scalable, 

plug-and-play mechanism. The space should be assembled programmatically by software 

developers, not hardwired by engineers and system integrators. This allows for cost-effective 

development, enables extensibility, and simplifies change management. We found that in a smart 

space, computation and power are readily available and connectivity is stable and rarely ad-hoc. 

Our deployment of a smart house (an assistive environment for seniors) guided us to designing 

Atlas, a new, commercially available service-oriented sensor and actuator platform that enables 

self-integrative, programmable pervasive spaces. We present the design and implementation of 

the Atlas hardware and middleware components, its salient characteristics, and several case 

studies of projects using Atlas.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Pervasive Computing 

From the first Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (ENIAC) to the latest home 

Personal Computers (PCs), users have been interacting with computers as distinct objects. Yet, 

when we sit down at these machines, we are rarely interested in just “using the computer.” 

Instead, we probably have some specific need, such as evaluating a formula, sending an instant 

message to a friend, or looking up the recipe for tonight’s dinner. We are forced to focus 

attention on leading the computer through the necessary steps to provide a desired service, 

instead of focusing on how we wish to use the service. Even through the advent of Mobile 

Computing, as computing technology has become increasingly distributed, from a single PC per 

family to multiple computers per user, including laptops, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), 

and cell phones, the user’s attention has remained focused on the device used to accomplish a 

task, not the task itself. 

Pervasive Computing, however, is a paradigm where these tasks and services are integrated 

into the environment. There will be many computers available throughout the physical space, but 

the technology will be calm [1], in that the computers are not distinct objects demanding 

attention, and will be effectively invisible to the user [2]. 

The last few years have seen an increased interest in the field of pervasive computing. The 

recent advent of sensor networks and pinhead-size computers has allowed researchers to begin 

implementing the vision of ubiquitous and pervasive computing. 

Deploying Pervasive Computing Environments 

The Pervasive and Mobile Computing Laboratory at the University of Florida has been 

researching and prototyping “assistive environments” – pervasive computing spaces designed to 
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increase independence and improve the quality of life for older people and people with special 

needs. The research and development activities have been conducted in close collaboration with 

researchers from University of Florida’s School of Public Health and Health Professions. The 

primary objective is to create a usable and acceptable technology that supports “aging in place” 

and reduces the impact of age-related cognitive and motor impairments.  While the objective was 

well-understood, achieving it using existing technologies and systems proved to be infeasible. 

Matilda Smart House 

The Matilda Smart House (Fig. 1-1) was out first attempt at creating assistive 

environments for elder persons. Housed inside the Pervasive Computing Lab and occupying over 

500 square feet, it consisted of a front door, a kitchen area, a living room area, a small bedroom, 

and a tiny bathroom. This mock-up house was a platform to experiment with accessible 

appliance control, indoor location tracking, and cognitive assistant concepts and applications. We 

integrated dozens of sensors, actuators, appliances, and other components, including contact and 

motion sensors, cameras, ultrasonic transceivers, X10 home automation modules and controllers, 

several microprocessor-based controllers, a microwave oven, an entertainment system, mobile 

phones, multi-purpose monitors, and a home PC. 

The integration process in the Matilda Smart House was much more complex than 

expected. It was labor-intensive and ad-hoc, and repetitive work had to be performed for each 

entity (device or application) added to the space. The learning impedance associated with some 

entities required non-trivial know-how and detailed product specifications and schematics. 

Configuration also presented another challenge, as every entity needed to be configured 

individually, and detailed, low-level documentation had to be kept up to date. Demonstrations of 

the Matilda Smart House and its applications draw wide acclaim, but it became evident to us that 

the smart house was almost unchangeable and unmanageable. Reconfiguring entities or replacing 
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components is difficult, and applications were loaded with hard-coded artifacts that explicitly 

reflected the ad-hoc integration decision made. Delivering a technology that can be customized 

to individual users, or that can adapt to users’ changing needs as they progress through the aging 

stages, was unrealizable using the existing tools. In essence, we need a sound core technology to 

reduce pervasive spacing “hacking,” and to make smart homes and other pervasive computing 

environments a viable technology for the market. 

Gator Tech Smart House 

While the design, system integration, and application development and maintenance stages 

of constructing the Matilda Smart House were all extremely difficult, our focus group studies 

and the academic, commercial, and general audience interest in the project marked the potential 

of the technology. Our experience with the Matilda house led to our creation of the Gator Tech 

Smart House (GTSH) project [3], a 2,500 square foot, free-standing house located in the Oak 

Hammock Continuous Care Retirement Community [4] in Gainesville, Florida. Funded by 

donations from alumni and corporate sponsors, the GTSH (Fig. 1-2) was our second attempt at 

creating assistive environments for sensors. It serves as the test bed in which we deployed and 

tested various technologies developed in our lab. 

Given the chance to start fresh, we drew additional goals and objectives from the lessons 

learned from the Matilda Smart House. As indicated, the key problem to resolve was the issue of 

scalability, both in initial development and continuous manageability. In addition, the GTSH 

study includes many live-in sessions during which elder and disabled persons would be staying 

in the house over a period of time. Acceptance and usability issues, therefore, also became a 

central focus, and we needed a way to quickly adapt the environment for different residents. 
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Failures of Integrated Pervasive Computing Spaces 

Building a pervasive computing environment requires deploying and connecting many 

components. A smart space will typically include a multitude of sensors, such as Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID) tags, location transceivers or beacons using electromagnetic or 

ultrasonic wave signals, pressure, contact, motion, moisture, temperature, vibration, chemical, 

and light sensors. The space could also contain a range of power-line-controlled devices, such as 

lamps, televisions, fans, and radios. A smart home might include networked appliances such as 

special microwaves, refrigerators, or ovens. Output devices could deliver messages, reminders, 

or instructions to the resident, and can range in complexity from small flashing lights (as in 

cognitive assistance applications that provide simple cues to the user) to speakers relaying audio 

data (live, pre-recorded, or text-to-speech) to televisions and monitors displaying text or video 

(either in full-screen or as an overlay on other media). Special-purpose equipment, such as 

medical devices, security systems, electronic door-openers, motorized window blinds may be 

present. In addition, a variety of user interfaces (e.g., remote controls, wireless tablets or PDAs, 

touch-screen panels on the walls, microphone arrays, or cell phones) could provide interaction 

with the environment. All of these components must then be physically linked via hardware and 

logically linked by software to provide a wide range of services to the users. 

Anyone building a pervasive computing space quickly realizes what a laborious process 

this ad-hoc system integration requires. Just choosing the appropriate devices to incorporate into 

the space is hard enough; obtaining sample devices is difficult, and product reviews dealing 

specifically with smart spaces are few and far between. Smart space developers must research 

each device’s characteristics and operation, determining how to configure it and interface with it. 

The device selection process is followed by the time-consuming and error-prone connection 

phase, in which the numerous and heterogeneous devices are linked into the Input/Output (I/O) 
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ports of the computers that will operate the smart space. Special care must be taken to ensure that 

no conflicting hardware resources are shared with incompatible devices, requiring complete and 

specific knowledge and documentation on both the low-level (interconnection) and high-level 

(application) components of the system. 

After this process of installing the physical devices and connections is complete, creating 

the services that make use of the devices is no easier. System developers still require complete 

knowledge of the system, including all the low-level details of the devices, such the proper 

voltages and signals to query and control the device, and the meaning of any signals returned. 

The developers must also know how the devices are connected, taking into consideration any 

special routines needed to access devices on separate networks, or to prevent conflict on shared 

resources. Unlike traditional software development, the existing tools make it infeasible to build 

a pervasive computing environment in small, modular pieces. Adding or removing one device, or 

changing the behavior of one service, requires revisiting all the others. Exhaustive and repetitive 

regression testing is necessary to guard against errors or indeterminate behavior caused by 

conflicting requests of devices or of the connection resources used to link them. These are the 

failures of integrated pervasive computing environments. 

Programmable Pervasive Spaces 

Given these failures, and drawing upon our experience with the Matilda House, our goal 

during the creation of the Gator Tech Smart House was to develop models, methodologies, and 

processes for creating programmable pervasive spaces [5]. This is a concept in which a smart 

space exists, in addition to its physical entity, as a runtime environment and a software library 

[6]. Service discovery and gateway protocols and frameworks (such as the Open Services 

Gateway Initiative [7,8]) automatically integrate system components using a generic middleware 

that maintains a service definition for each sensor and actuator in the space. Programmers 
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assemble services into composite applications using various programming models [9, 10], tools, 

and features of the middleware. Such a space should eliminate the need for system integration 

and the hard-coding of physical artifacts by supporting plug-and-play technology. It should 

decouple application development from the physical world, providing a service-oriented view of 

devices in the environment. This service-oriented architecture should support a sound 

programming model that will allow software developers to create services easily using familiar 

languages and Integrated Development Environments (IDEs). 

Sensor Network Platforms 

Building a programmable pervasive space first requires some standard way of organizing 

the numerous and heterogeneous sensors and actuators into the system. It is clear that sensor 

network technology will be a foundation of these spaces. A sensor network is a special kind of 

computer network. The nodes of this network are generally small, low-power computers that are 

connected to one or more sensors. However, the major sensor network platforms that are 

commercially available were not designed specifically for pervasive spaces. While these 

platforms are still useful for gathering data in the space, they also bring significant limitations. 

First, the name “sensor network” itself implies a major limitation: the platforms are only 

able to integrate and operate sensors. A pervasive space will need to gather information from 

sensors, but it will also need to manipulate devices. A sensor network platform for pervasive 

spaces should be able to host actuators in addition to sensors. 

Second, sensor network nodes generally form ad-hoc networks. The classic example of a 

traditional sensor network application is habitat monitoring [11]. Nodes are dispersed over a 

large, remote area, and must run unattended for long periods of time without external power or 

reliable network connectivity. The nodes must form their own network, either to replicate data 

across the system or to have information “hop” from one node to another until an external 
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network is found. This fragile network must also adapt as new nodes are added, or more 

commonly, as existing nodes fail due to depleted batteries or environmental hazards. However, 

this ad-hoc networking is not appropriate in a pervasive space, where a more reliable and ordered 

network structure is needed. 

Third, most sensor networks were designed to operate in isolation. A particular sensor 

network deployment will have one purpose, running one application. Additionally, because the 

traditional sensor network runs in isolation, the nodes must perform all application computation. 

Because the nodes are low-power devices, this requires building applications that run in a 

distributed manner, breaking the processing into small, self-contained units. Beyond the 

increased difficulty of developing distributed computing applications, pervasive spaces will run a 

large number and variety of services, making deployment on existing sensor network platforms 

infeasible. Fortunately, a pervasive space will, by definition, be rich with computational 

resources, but the underlying sensor network platform must take advantage of this capability. 

Atlas Platform 

None of the available sensor network platforms are fully adequate for the development of 

pervasive spaces. We seek to change this with the creation of the Atlas platform. Atlas, the 

sensor and actuator platform described in this dissertation, is the basic building block for 

programmable pervasive spaces. Atlas provides physical nodes for connecting various 

heterogeneous devices, a system for translating those devices into software services, a system for 

maintaining a library of device services and their interfaces, and a runtime environment for 

accessing services and composing applications. 

Organization of Dissertation 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation presents related work in the fields of sensor networks and 

middleware for pervasive computing. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the Atlas sensor and 
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actuator network platform. Chapter 4 presents the hardware details of the physical Atlas platform 

nodes. Chapter 5 describes the firmware that operates the Atlas nodes. Chapter 6 presents the 

Atlas middleware architecture. Chapter 7 describes the Atlas trust model, a novel system for 

security and privacy management in sensor and actuator networks designed for pervasive 

computing environments. Chapter 8 demonstrates the Atlas platform in use through several case 

studies. Chapter 9 presents the current conclusions of the Atlas project and discuss the likely 

future work for that platform. 

 

   

Figure 1-1. In-lab Matilda Smart House. 

 

 
Figure 1-2. Gator Tech Smart House. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RELATED WORK 

Sensor Networks 

There has been a dramatic increase during the past three years in the number of sensor 

platforms in development or commercially available. The most visible of these has been the 

Mote family [12, 13, 14], developed by the University of California at Berkeley as part of the 

Smart Dust [15, 16] project. The final goal of the Smart Dust project is a complete sensor node 

package (sensors, power, communication, and control hardware) in one cubic millimeter. While 

that form factor is not yet be available, the Berkeley team has released several iterations of their 

platform. Motes are available commercially from Crossbow Technology [17]. Crossbow offers 

several versions of the platform, such as the MICAz and MICA2 (similar in size to a pack of 

cigarettes), and the MICA2DOT (roughly the size of six stacked quarters). These platforms (Fig. 

2-1) include an integrated processing and communication module and offer limited modularity in 

the form of daughter cards, containing different sensor arrays, which can be plugged into the 

platform. Other versions lack this modularity. For example, Telos [18, 19] (shown in Fig. 3-2), 

as developed by the Smart Dust team, is a completely integrated platform based on the TI 

MSP430 microcontroller. It offers higher performance and consumes less power than other Mote 

platforms, but comes at a higher cost, and the available sensors are integrated into the device and 

cannot be changed by users. 

Many groups are working with Motes either as the basis for other projects or to further the 

sensor platform itself. Intel and Berkeley have worked together on iMote [20], a Bluetooth-

enabled version of the wireless sensor node. College of the Atlantic collaborated with Berkeley 

to use wireless sensor networks for habitat monitoring on Great Duck Island [11]. 
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Motes are currently the de facto standard platform for sensor networks. Although the Mote 

was primarily developed for use in wireless ad-hoc networks for applications such as remote 

monitoring, researchers in many unrelated areas have used Mote primarily for its commercial 

availability and its ability to integrate numerous sensors into a system. 

Phidgets [21], developed by the University of Calgary, is another widely used, 

commercially available platform (Fig. 2-3). The Phidgets support a large variety of sensors and 

actuators. They allow rapid application development and are extremely easy to use. But the 

Phidgets are not fully modular, and they only support communication to a Windows desktop 

computer via Universal Serial Bus (USB), which leads to scalability problems. 

Some groups have worked on creating a more modular sensor network platform. The Cube 

[22], developed by University College Cork (Fig. 2-4), and MASS [23], a Sandia National 

Laboratory project, have modular architectures allowing users to rapidly develop applications 

and reconfigure platforms as necessary. Other sensor network platforms, such as NIMS [24], 

XYZ [25], and Eco [26] were designed for specific applications: environmental monitoring 

(NIMS, XYZ) and health monitoring (Eco).  

The Smart-Its [27], developed jointly by Lancaster University and the University of 

Karlsruhe, offer some features that could facilitate the development of pervasive spaces. They 

have a somewhat modular hardware design and a template-based software design process, which 

allows rapid application development. But the Smart-Its platform is still not completely modular, 

with an integrated processing and communication board. Furthermore, devices connected 

through Smart-Its are constrained to a single application (running on the Smart-It hardware). 

This does not allow for service-rich environments in which applications can be developed using 

service composition. The feature set of these platforms is summarized in Table 2-1. 
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None of the available sensor network platforms are fully adequate for the development of 

pervasive spaces. Most of the platforms focus only on sensors, and barely touch upon the issue of 

actuators. In a pervasive space, actuators play as important a role as sensors, as actuators are 

used to influence the space. NIMS and XYZ make use of actuators, but only for the specific 

purpose of making the platforms mobile. Phidgets support a large number of actuators, but are 

constrained by scalability issues and a fixed hardware configuration.  

Additionally, none of these platforms have the capability to represent automatically their 

connected devices as software services to programmers and users. Instead, programmers must 

write distributed applications that query hard-coded resources to access the devices connected to 

the platform. Except for the larger number of devices supported, this is no better than connecting 

sensors and actuators directly to the Input/Output (I/O) ports of a computer. It is a development 

method that does not scale as more devices and services are added to a smart space. 

Middleware for Sensor Networks and Pervasive Computing 

As mentioned previously, the majority of ubiquitous computing research involving 

implemented systems has been pilot projects to demonstrate that pervasive computing is useable 

[28], and that these pilot projects represent ad-hoc, specialized solutions that are not easy to 

replicate. In order to ease the development of programmable pervasive spaces, effort has been 

placed into developing a variety of middleware solutions to aide developers.  

A common theme in many of these solutions is the notion of context. Context-aware 

computing is a paradigm in which applications can discover and take advantage of contextual 

information. This could be temperature, location of the user, activity of the user, etc. Context is 

any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, 

place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, 

including the user and application themselves. 
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The Context Toolkit [29, 30] provides a set of Java objects that address the distinction 

between context and user input. The context consists of three abstractions: widgets, aggregators 

and interpreters. Context widgets encapsulate information about a single piece of context, 

aggregators combine a set of widgets together to provide higher-level widgets, and interpreters 

interpret both of these. 

In the Gaia project, an application model known as MPACC is proposed for programming 

pervasive space [31], and includes five components with distinct critical functionalities in 

pervasive computing applications. The model provides the specification of operation interfaces, 

the presentation dictates the output and presentations, the adaptor converts between data formats, 

the controller specifies the rules and application logic and the coordinator manages the 

configurations.  

EQUIP Component Toolkit (ECT) [32], part of the Equator project, takes an approach 

more similar to distributed databases. Representing entities in the smart space with components 

annotated with name-value pair property and connection, ECT provides a convenient way to 

specify conditions and actions of the applications, as well as strong support in authoring tools, 

such as graphic editors, capability browsers and scripting capabilities. 

The SOCAM architecture [33] is a middleware layer that makes use of ontology and 

predicates. There is an ontology describing the domain of interest. By making use of rule-based 

reasoning we can then create a set of rules to infer the status of an entity of interest. The SOCAM 

research shows that ontology can be used as the basis of reasoning engines, but such engines are 

not suitable for smaller devices due to the computational power required. 
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CoBrA [34] is a broker-centric agent architecture. At the core of the architecture is a 

context broker that builds and updates a shared context model that is made available to 

appropriate agents and services. 

 
Table 2-1.  Comparison of existing sensor network platforms. 

Feature MICA2  Telos Cube MASS Smart-Its 

Microcontroller ATmega128L TI MSP430 ATmega128L 
Cygnal 
C8051F125 

PIC 
18F6720 

Program memory 128K 48K 128K 128K 128K 

Volatile memory 
(RAM) 4K 2K 4K 2K 2K 
Non-volatile 
memory  
(EEPROM) 512K 128K 4K n/a n/a 
Communication 
protocols 
supported 

RF 
 

IEEE 
802.15.4 
 

RF 
 

RF 
 

RF 
 

Service 
frameworks 
supported None None None None None 
Ad-hoc network 
support Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Modular Partial No Partial Yes Partial 
Commercially 
Available Yes Yes No  No  Yes 

 

 

Figure 2-1. Crossbow MICA2 and MICA2DOT motes. 
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Figure 2-2. Telos mote, with serial and Universal Serial Bus support. 

 

 

Figure 2-3. Phidgets 8/8/8 Interface Kit. 
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Figure 2-4. Cork Cube platform.
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CHAPTER 3 
OVERVIEW OF THE ATLAS PLATFORM 

Sensors and Actuators for Pervasive Spaces 

Our lab has thoroughly investigated [35, 36] how to develop robust, maintainable, and 

service-rich pervasive spaces. During this research, we presented a formal model of pervasive 

spaces, which first required identifying the key entities in such a space. To summarize, a space 

consists of living beings and objects. The living beings interact with each other and with the 

objects. In a pervasive space, the living beings are users, and we can divide the objects into two 

categories: passive objects and active objects. 

Passive objects are "dumb" objects that cannot be queried or controlled by the smart space. 

At best, passive objects may be recognized by the space, but only users can manipulate them.  

Passive objects therefore are not key entities in a smart space. Active objects, however, can 

provide information to, or be manipulated by, the smart space. Active objects are key entities. 

Active objects are further divided into two classes: sensors and actuators. Sensors provide 

information about a particular domain, supplying data to the system about the current state of the 

space. Sensors only provide measurement; they cannot directly alter the state of the space. 

Actuators are the active objects that alter the space. They activate devices that perform certain 

functions. 

Sensors and actuators are the foundation of a pervasive space, as they provide the means 

for gathering information about the state of the space and for controlling devices that can modify 

the state of the space. We therefore require a platform to connect numerous and heterogeneous 

sensors and actuators to the services and applications that will monitor and control the space.  

Connecting sensors and actuators to applications implies more than simply physically 

coupling these devices to a computer platform (although this is certainly important, as we wish to 
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employ far more devices than could be connected to the limited Input/Output (I/O) ports for a 

single machine or even a small cluster). Connecting devices with applications means providing 

some mechanism for the applications to make use of devices and services directly, instead of 

accessing some I/O resource on a machine that happens to be wired to a particular device. 

Beyond dealing with resource allocations, connecting applications and devices means 

eliminating the need for those applications to know the low-level information (voltages, control 

codes, etc.) to drive the devices. 

To solve this problem, we require a network-enabled, service-oriented platform that can 

“convert” the various sensors and actuators to software services. The required sensor platform 

would be responsible for obtaining this representation and for managing the services in such a 

way that applications are easily able to obtain and use the services and associated knowledge. 

Realizing this, we were able to design the architecture for programmable pervasive spaces shown 

in Fig. 3-1. 

Middleware for Programmable Pervasive Spaces 

In our architecture, the physical layer contains passive and active objects. Through sensors 

and actuators, active objects are captured into the smart space for observation and control.  

The platform node layer, implemented by Atlas, contains all the sensor and actuator 

platform nodes in the environment. These nodes automatically integrate the sensors and actuators 

(and hence their respective active objects) from the layer beneath and export their service 

representations to the layers above. 

The service layer, which resides above the platform layer, holds the registry of the software 

service representation of all sensors and actuators connected to the platform nodes. The service 

layer, which typically runs on a centralized, full-fledged server, also contains the service 

discovery, composition, and invocation mechanisms for applications to locate and make use of 
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particular sensors or actuators. The service layer contains a context-management extension as 

well as a knowledge representation and storage extension, both of which are necessary to build 

programmable pervasive spaces.  

Finally, the application layer sits at the top and consists of the execution environment that 

provides access to the software library of sensors, actuators, and other services. It also contains 

the actual applications and composed services that monitor and control elements of the pervasive 

space. 

Atlas Platform 

Following this architecture, we created the Atlas sensor and actuator platform to address 

the inadequacies of existing platforms for creating programmable pervasive spaces. Atlas is a 

combination of modular hardware, firmware running on the hardware, and a software 

middleware that provides services and an execution environment. Together these components 

allow virtually any kind of sensor, actuator, or other device to be integrated into a network of 

devices, all of which can be queried or controlled through an interface specific to that device, and 

facilitates the development of applications that use the devices. 

The Atlas-specific architecture for programmable pervasive computing spaces is shown in 

Fig. 3-2. As with the generic architecture in Fig. 3-1, the Physical Layer consists of the 

phenomena we wish to sense, the devices we wish to control, and the sensors and actuators that 

can perform these tasks. The Atlas Platform Layer consists of the nodes that integrate the sensors 

and actuators into a programmable network. The Plug-and-Play firmware provides the tools for 

this integration, as well as for management of the nodes and various devices once the network is 

established. The firmware is able to do this through collaboration with the Atlas Services running 

in the Service Layer. The Service Layer runs inside the Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) 

framework, and consists of the core Atlas Services and a runtime environment for the software 
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representation of sensors and actuators. The Service Layer also includes a set of Communication 

Modules to link Atlas services with applications, and optional support mechanisms for context-

oriented development. The Application Layer hosts the end-user applications that make use of an 

Atlas deployment. These applications may be running in the same OSGi framework as the 

Service Layer, in which case they are able to use OSGi-provided service discovery and 

collaboration mechanisms to interact with the sensors and actuators. If an application is external 

to the framework, it will interact with the deployment using the Communication Modules. 

Fig. 3-3 shows the layered software stack architecture of the Atlas node and the full-

fledged server that hosts the service framework. The Atlas driver runs on the Atlas node. On 

power-up, it registers the associated sensor or actuator services on the framework server. 

Optionally, a processing agent could be dynamically loaded onto the Atlas node to allow for on-

node processing (such as data filtering). 

The following three chapters will examine the details of the Atlas nodes (hardware), Plug-

and-Play operating system (firmware), and service and application framework (middleware). 
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Figure 3-1. Middleware architecture for programmable pervasive spaces. 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Atlas-specific architecture for programmable pervasive spaces. 
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Figure 3-3. Software stack architecture of the Atlas platform.
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CHAPTER 4 
ATLAS PLATFORM HARDWARE 

Each Atlas node is a modular hardware device composed of stackable, swappable layers, 

with each layer providing specific functionality. The modular design and easy, reliable quick-

connect system allow users to change node configurations on the fly. A basic Atlas node (Fig. 4-

1) consists of three layers: the Processing Layer, the Communications Layer, and the Device 

Interface Layer. 

Processing Layer 

The Processing Layer (Fig. 4-2) is responsible for the main operation of the Atlas node. 

Our design is based around the Atmel ATmega128L [37] microcontroller. The ATmega128L can 

run at between 2 to 8 MHz, and includes 128 KB of Flash program memory, 4 KB of static 

random access memory (SRAM), a 4 KB electrically erasable programmable read-only memory 

(EEPROM) for non-volatile storage, and an 8-channel 10-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC). 

Using its internal oscillator, the chip provides two 8-bit timers, two 16-bit timers, and 8 Pulse 

Width Modulation (PWM) channels. Two serial Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous 

Receiver/Transmitters (USART or UART), and support for the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) 

[38] and Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) [39] protocols allow the ATmega128L to communicate 

with and control many external devices. The microcontroller can operate at a core voltage 

between 2.7 and 5.5 V.  

 We chose the ATmega128L microcontroller for its low power consumption, plethora of 

data pins, ample program space, and the readily available tools and information resources both 

from the company and the microcontroller’s user base. In addition to the ATmega128L, the Atlas 

Processing Layer also includes 32 KB of expanded SRAM for on-node services such as the Atlas 

firmware or end-user filters, queries, and applications. The ATmega128L supports up to 64 KB 
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of external memory, so this 32 KB SRAM is mapped into the microcontroller’s memory address 

space and requires no special handling by the user. A real-time clock supplements the internal 

oscillator of the ATmega128, allowing for accurate timing. This clock can also be used to have 

the microcontroller wake from a sleep state at specified intervals, supporting future work in 

extreme low-power operation. Voltage regulators on the Processing Layer convert an up-to 12 V 

incoming direct current (DC) signal to the 3.3 V used throughout the Atlas hardware. 

Since Atlas is designed principally as the building block of pervasive computing spaces 

such as smart homes, were wired power is readily available, the Processing Layer includes 

headers for wired power coming from standard DC converters. The dual-head design allows 

Atlas nodes to be daisy-chained together, permitting many nodes to operate without wasting 

electrical outlets in a given space. The number of nodes that can be chained to a single power 

supply depends on the number of types of devices connected to the platforms. In the case of the 

Gator Tech Smart House’s Smart Floor (see Chapter 8), each node is connected to 32 

piezoresistive force sensors, and 15 Atlas nodes can be daisy-chained from a single outlet. 

The dual-head design also allows nodes to drive actuators that require more power than the 

3.3 V that could be sent through the microcontroller’s data pins and the Atlas layer bus. The 

second head can be used with a pass-through cable to provide the unregulated power supply 

directly to the compatible actuator Interface Layer, supporting actuators up to 12 V. 

For situations where wired power is undesirable, the headers are compatible with various 

Atlas battery packs allowing for untethered node operation. Battery power is an obvious choice 

in many sensor network deployments, where applications often require long-lived, unattended, 

low-duty-cycle sensing in situations such as habitat monitoring or battlefield intrusion detection 
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where wired power is unavailable. Even in the case of smart homes, sensors may be needed in 

locations were running a power line would be inconvenient. 

The choice between wired and battery power does affect the capability of a node. In most 

cases, a battery-operated node will not be able to drive actuators, as those devices would either 

drain the battery too quickly or fail to operate at all. The power source also can affect the choice 

of Communication Layer, as a high-power medium such as WiFi [40] would be less useful than a 

low-power medium such as ZigBee [41]. 

Communication Layer 

For a sensor and actuator network platform to be useful, users must be able to access the 

data being produced by sensors, and must be able to send commands to the actuators. With Atlas, 

data transfer over a network is handled by the Communication Layer. Several options are 

currently available: 

• Wired 10/100 Base-T Ethernet 
• IEEE 802.11b (WiFi) 
• ZigBee 
• USB 
• RS232 
• Bluetooth 
 
Wired Ethernet 

The original Atlas Wired Ethernet Communication Layer (Fig. 4-1), the first 

Communication Layer produced, made use of the Cirrus Logic Crystal LAN CS8900a network 

interface controller (NIC) [42] and a standard Registered Jack 45 (RJ45) connector for basic 10 

Base-T networking. Light emitting diodes (LEDs) on the Interface Layer indicate power, 

connectivity, and local area network (LAN) activity status. 

Wired Ethernet is important in situations requiring high-speed data access over an 

extremely reliable connection. For example, the Gator Tech Smart House uses Wired Ethernet 
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Atlas nodes for critical systems such as location/fall detection. It is ideal for applications where 

nodes are situated in areas shielded from radio frequency (RF) communication, as in many 

industrial settings, or for deployments where jamming from benign or malicious external signals 

may be an issue. Wired Ethernet is also preferable in high-security settings where snooping must 

be detected, as splicing the Ethernet cable produces a change in the impedance of the wires that 

can be sensed [43]. 

As the Atlas platform developed, we found that the original Wired Ethernet solution 

became problematic. Because the CS8900a-based layer only provided the NIC and connection 

port, the Atlas firmware had to control the low-level operation of the NIC, and had to implement 

a Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) stack. After looking at Open 

Source options for 8-bit microcontroller TCP/IP stacks, we found that the full implementations 

would require too much memory, and the partial implementations would lack several features we 

wished to use (such as multicast). We settled on uIP [44], which provides a partial TCP 

implementation and very limited UDP. We were able to take this and, with an Open Source uIP-

based driver for the CS8900a that we modified for the Atlas platform, produce a working Wired 

Ethernet solution. 

uIP, however, was not as stable as we would have liked. Additionally, having to control the 

NIC from the firmware reduced the number of data pins from the microcontroller that we could 

use for sensors and actuators. Finally, the architecture imposed by uIP made it difficult to create 

a single firmware that would work with any Atlas Communication Layer. 

The current Atlas Wired Ethernet Communication Layer (Fig. 4-3) uses the LANTRONIX 

XPort [45]. Unlike the CS8900a, the XPort is an integrated Ethernet device, meaning the module 

includes its own microcontroller, which operates the Ethernet transceiver and runs a full TCP/IP 
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stack. The XPort provides 10/100 Mb networking, and includes higher-level protocols such as 

DHCP, HTTP, and SMTP. LEDs on the module itself indicate power status and LAN 

connectivity / activity. Because the XPort is an integrated solution, Atlas is able to control the 

device, and send and receive data, using simple commands. 

WiFi 

The WiFi Communication Layer (Fig. 4-4) is based on the DPAC WLNB-AN-DP101 

Airborne Wireless LAN Module [46], providing 802.11b connectivity to the Atlas platform. Like 

the XPort, the DPAC module is an integrated device, with its own microcontroller to operate the 

device and implement the network protocols. 

Also like the Wired Ethernet Layer, the WiFi Layer, which provides connection speeds up 

to 11 Mb, is appropriate for situations requiring high-speed data access. 802.11b devices are 

typically rated for a range of 50 m, though the exact range depends on antennas used and 

environmental effects. 

WiFi is not a low-power standard. The WiFi Communication Layer is best used when 

wired power is available but wired Ethernet is not. Battery operation is possible, but an extended 

life is possible only with very infrequent transmissions. 

ZigBee 

The ZigBee Communication Layer (Fig. 4-5) uses the Cirronet ZigBee module [47]. This 

module is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for low-power wireless networking. Atlas nodes 

using ZigBee communication are the best choice for untethered, extended-life, battery-operated 

applications. ZigBee-based Atlas nodes can function exactly like other Atlas nodes by means of 

the Cirronet ZigBee Gateway, or can form an ad-hoc mesh network for non-pervasive-computing 

sensor network scenarios. 
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Universal Serial Bus 

The Universal Serial Bus (USB) Communication Layer allows Atlas nodes to connect 

directly to the middleware computer using its USB ports. The USB layer is primarily used for 

secure programming and configuration of nodes – because the node is connected directly to the 

computer, information such as secret keys can be passed to the node without fear of the data 

being compromised. 

Serial Port 

Several Atlas Communication Layers provide serial port communication. The most 

common is the Atlas Programming and Debugging Board (Fig. 4-6). The Programming Board 

allows for complete testing and programming of Atlas nodes. All pins from the ATmega128L are 

exposed, headers are available for Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) [48], 6-pin Atmel In-System 

Programmer (ISP) [49], and 10-pin ISP devices, and standard serial headers are available for 

both of the ATmega128’s internal serial UARTs. 

Bluetooth 

The Bluetooth Communication Layer was a prototype design built on top of the USB 

Communication Layer. It has been tested in a robotics experiment performed by the lab, but is 

not regularly used. 

Patch Antenna 

The Atlas Patch Antenna (Fig. 4-7) is not a Communication Layer itself, but is used in 

conjunction with either the WiFi or ZigBee layers. The omni-directional antenna operates in the 

mid 2.4 GHz Instrumentation, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band, with a narrow bandwidth 

extending to 2.485 GHz, naturally filtering out-of-band interference. The flat form factor allows 

it to be mounted over the Communication Layer used, protecting the underlying layers, and since 
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the patch antenna is rigidly fixed to the Atlas node, it is much more reliable than the typical whip 

antenna. 

Device Interface Layer 

The Interface Layer is used to connect the various sensors and actuators to the Atlas 

platform. Interface Layers are available for a variety of analog and digital sensors, actuators, and 

general purpose input and output. Device-integrated Interface Layers are also being developed. 

Analog Sensors 

Two Device Interface Layers are available for analog sensors. Each board accepts standard 

3-wire analog sensors (the wires correspond to the reference (maximum) voltage, ground 

(minimum voltage), and the signal). The first Interface Layer, the 8-sensor board (Fig. 4-8), 

supports up to eight analog sensors. Each sensor is connected directly to one of the eight analog-

to-digital converter (ADC) channels on the ATmega128L. This Interface Layer uses 

Molex/Waldom C-Grid polarized headers on the connection terminals, preventing users from 

plugging in sensors the wrong way. 

The second analog sensor Interface Layer, the 32-sensor board (Fig. 4-9) supports 32 

sensors. Four 8-to-1 multiplexers on this Interface Layer are used to share the first four ADC 

channels with the 32 sensors. The control lines for the multiplexers are connected to the Atlas 

layer interconnect bus and are controlled by the firmware. Due to space limitations, this board 

does not include polarized headers, so users must be careful to plug sensors in using the correct 

orientation. The reference, ground, and signal pin rows are labeled on the board to help users 

correctly connect their devices. 

Digital Sensors 

The Digital Contact Interface Layer (Fig. 4-10) supports up to 16 contact or other two-pin 

digital sensors. Despite being designed for digital sensors, this Interface Layer uses the 
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ATmega128L’s ADC, leaving the digital data pins available for other applications. Digital 

sensors produce a value of either 0 or 1. This is read by the ADC as 0 or 1023 (the maximum 

value of the 10-bit ADC). The Atlas firmware, recognizing the Digital Contact Interface Layer, 

translates ADC values of 0-511 as 0 and 512-1023 as 1. Since two-wire digital sensors can be 

plugged into the layer in either orientation, this board does not include polarized headers. 

Actuators 

The Servo Interface Layer (Fig. 4-11) allows six servo motors to be controlled by the Atlas 

platform using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). Servos are positionable motors with some range 

of motion, usually 180 degrees. They are controlled digitally; the input to a servo is either 0 or 1. 

With servos, the value on the input line does not directly set its position. Instead, while the input 

is 0, the servo remains at its current position. To change the servo’s position, a value of 1 is sent 

for some specific time. The length of time (the “width”) that this “pulse” of 1 is held determines 

the new position. For example, setting the input to 1 for 0.5 ms might set the servo to its 

minimum position, while a 2.5 ms pulse sets it to the maximum, and a 1.5 ms pulse puts it in the 

middle. While an analog control might seem more intuitive, the digital PWM requires less 

power, and allows the servo to be located further from the Atlas node, as the noise and signal 

attenuation in a long wire is less of an issue with digital signals. 

The Servo Interface Layer also includes the dual-head power connectors. Most servos 

require at least 7 V, more than the ATmega128L can provide. Servos can either use a pass-

through cable from the Processing Layer, or can be directly connected to a separate direct current 

(DC) power supply. 

Other simple two-wire actuators, such as LEDs, can be controlled using the Servo Interface 

Layer. However, since this is not intuitive, and LEDs do not require the direct power connection, 

a separate Interface Layer will be available for them. 
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A second actuator Interface Layer being produced now is the triode for alternating current 

(TRIAC) board. The TRIAC Layer allows Atlas to be wired into a household circuit (such as for 

overhead lights or fans, or electrical outlets in general) and control the current through it. This 

allows the platform to replace X10 home automation modules and similar devices. 

General Purpose Input/Output 

The General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) Interface Layer (Fig. 4-12) allows users to 

connect any device to the Atlas platform without requiring a customized Interface Layer. It also 

allows for a mix of analog and digital sensors and actuators to be controlled by a single Atlas 

node. The GPIO Layer exposes all the ADC channels and other data pins, as well as power and 

ground, from the ATmega128L. Users may need to add routines in the Atlas firmware to handle 

special devices, and this layer contains headers for both JTAG and ISP devices, used to write 

new programs or data to the microcontroller. 

Device Interfacing and IEEE 1451 

IEEE 1451 [50] is an upcoming standard for smart sensors and actuators. This standard 

defines a universal interface at the connection terminal (e.g., where Atlas currently uses 

polarized headers or simple pins). In addition to the basic form factor of this connection, 1451 

also specifies that the connection must contain a Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS). A 

1451-compatible platform must be able to read the TEDS, which contains information defining 

what the connected device is and how to control or use it. This fits perfectly with Atlas’s Plug-

and-Play approach to sensor and actuator networks. However, as the standard is still fairly new, 

and as seen almost no industry adoption, Atlas does not support the IEEE 1451 at this time. 

Wireless Interface Layer 

The Wireless Interface Layer is a new concept being developed in the lab by another 

student, Ed Koush. In this scenario, sensors would be connected to a new platform, comprised of 
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an ultra-low-power microcontroller and wireless transceiver. These platforms would not operate 

on wired power or batteries; they use power scavenging techniques to store energy from sources 

such as solar power, radio frequency energy, or vibrations. These platforms would not be 

powerful enough to interact directly with the Atlas middleware. Instead, they would 

communicate with Atlas nodes running the Wireless Interface Layer. In essence, each low-power 

node is treated just like a sensor connected to an Atlas node.  

Other Layers 

Atlas is not limited to three layers. Additional layers could be added to provide extra 

processing power for computational expensive encryption or digital signal processing. Nodes 

could act as bridges between networks by stacking two or more Communication Layers. A data 

storage layer could be added to support nodes that run for extended periods without network 

connectivity. The power scavenging techniques mentioned above could be implemented for the 

main Atlas platform. This is the versatility of Atlas’s modular, stackable architecture. 

 

 

Figure 4-1. Three-layered Atlas node, with a 6x3-wire Analog Sensor Interface Layer and a 
Wired Ethernet Communication Layer. 
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Figure 4-2. Atlas Processing Layer. ATmega128L microcontroller in center. 

 

Figure 4-3. Atlas Wired Ethernet Communication Layer with LANTRONIX XPort module. 

 

 

Figure 4-4. Atlas WiFi Communication Layer with DPAC Airborne module. 
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Figure 4-5. Atlas ZigBee Communication Layer with Cirronet ZigBee module. 

 

 

Figure 4-6. Atlas Programming and Debugging Board with dual serial communication ports. 

 

 

Figure 4-7. Atlas Universal Patch Antenna. 
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Figure 4-8. Atlas Analog Sensor – 8 Device Interface Layer. 

 

 

Figure 4-9. Atlas Analog Sensor – 32 Device Interface Layer. 

 

 

Figure 4-10. Atlas Digital Contact Sensor Device Interface Layer. 
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Figure 4-11. Atlas Servo Device Interface Layer. 

 

 

Figure 4-12. Atlas General Purpose Input/Output Device Interface Layer. Programming headers 
center left and right. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ATLAS PLATFORM FIRMWARE   

uIP Firmware 

As mentioned in previous chapters, the first version of the Atlas platform used the Wired 

Ethernet Communication Layer based on the Crystal LAN CS8900a network interface controller 

(NIC). Wired Ethernet was the easiest and most useful network medium to use in our smart 

house. However, using the CS8900a necessitated either writing or finding both a Transmission 

Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) stack and a driver for the NIC. After reviewing 

several Open Source TCP/IP stacks for embedded systems, we chose uIP, a light-weight 

implementation. Although uIP did not come with a driver for the CS8900a, referencing the 

drivers that were included and the data sheet for our NIC, we were able to get Ethernet 

communication working. 

While uIP was a beneficial springboard for working with the Atlas platform, its limits 

became apparent as we began to add new Communication Layers. The uIP application structure 

made it difficult to circumvent the uIP internals when a different Communication Layer was in 

use. Given this, and the occasional instability exhibited by the TCP/IP stack, we moved to a new 

firmware base. 

Direct Firmware 

The move to a direct firmware was made while integrating the DPAC Airborne WiFi 

module into the Atlas platform. Because the module is an integrated device, with its own 

microcontroller, Atlas did not need to run its own TCP/IP stack or have a complex driver for the 

device. Instead, the DPAC module was connected to one of the Universal Asynchronous 

Receive/Transmit ports (UART1) of the ATmega128L on the Atlas Processing Layer. 
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Controlling the module and sending and receive data was simplified to writing and reading 

messages from the serial port. 

Since the code was entirely ours, adding new features (and debugging) the firmware 

became much easier. We were able to create a unified firmware for all sensors and actuators by 

moving towards a Web-based node configuration tool (see Chapter 6). Separate versions of each 

firmware existed for the different Communication Layers, but all other node variations were 

handled by the configuration system. Using this system, we were able to add WiFi support with 

the DPAC module, as well as ZigBee support using the Cirronet module. We also found an 

integrated solution for Wired Ethernet, the LANTRONIX XPort. We replaced our CS8900a 

design with the XPort, which we found to be much more stable.  

TinyOS Firmware 

While the Direct Firmware approach worked for a while, it too began to show signs of 

problems. First, we were still maintaining separate firmware code bases for each Communication 

Layer. Second, as we began adding advanced features to the Atlas platform, such as filtering, 

query processing, and security layers, it was become difficult to coordinate the various tasks the 

firmware had to perform.  Finally, while our primary target for the Atlas platform has always 

been pervasive computing spaces where the provided infrastructure makes ad-hoc an 

unnecessary complication, the fact that our sensor platform could not do mesh networking at all 

was seen as a weakness. 

We attacked all three problems by beginning a third version of the Atlas firmware. This 

time, the code would be based on the TinyOS [51, 52] 2.0 source code. TinyOS is a light-weight, 

component-based, event-driven OS specifically designed for sensor networks. Like the Motes, it 

was invented at Berkeley as part of the Smart Dust project. It is written in nesC [53, 54], a C-

language variant that uses traditional imperative-style coding for low-level implementation of 
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modules, usually corresponding to the functional blocks of specific hardware, and a declarative-

style wiring language for connecting modules together at a high-level to form applications. 

While the scheduling model provided by TinyOS is simplistic, it is enough to resolve the 

issues we had in the previous firmware with trying to coordinate an increasing task list. 

Additionally, the modular coding style allows us to maintain single code base for all 

Communication Layers. And because TinyOS is the operating system for the entire Mote family 

and related devices, there are several Open Source ad-hoc networking algorithms that will now 

be easy to port to the Atlas platform. 

Moving to a TinyOS-based firmware required two main steps. First, the underlying 

TinyOS code had to be ported to run on the Atlas hardware. Second, the “application” side of the 

Atlas firmware, responsible for initializing the Communication Layer, establishing a connection 

to the middleware, configuring nodes, querying sensors, controlling actuators, and transmitting 

data, had to be implemented in nesC and linked into the final TinyOS program. 

Since TinyOS is distributed with a platform definition for the Mica2 family of Motes, 

which use the same ATmega128L microcontroller as Atlas, porting the underlying system was 

not difficult. Mainly this involved changing clock rates, baud rates, and eliminating code for 

devices that are integrated into the Micas but are not provided or needed by Atlas. 

Developing the Atlas application took far longer. This was almost entirely new code, as 

Atlas uses a common firmware to query and control all devices, with device-specific issues 

handled at a higher-level in the middleware, whereas Motes requires users to develop their 

applications entirely on the low-level, distributed nodes.  

TinyOS Base 

The TinyOS kernel offers a simple, two-tier scheduler. The lower level consists of non-

preemptive, first-in-first-out processes called tasks [54]. Each tasks runs to completion before the 
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next is scheduled, and the microcontroller can enter a sleep state if no tasks are waiting. From the 

nesC perspective, a task is a single function that takes no parameters and returns no value, and is 

annotated with the “task” keyword. Although one task cannot interrupt another, the TinyOS 

scheduler will preempt tasks to execute an upper tier process, called an event [54]. 

Events are processes that handle system signals. These signals may be cause by hardware 

interrupts (timers, data, etc.) or software interrupts (nesC “signal” statements). Events (or, more 

accurately, event handlers), like tasks, are implemented as void functions in nesC, though they 

can take parameters. 

TinyOS and applications built against it are composed of nesC modules. Modules are 

similar to objects in Object-oriented Programming (OOP), though by default the modules are 

singletons and multiple instances cannot be created. A module is defined by the interfaces it 

uses, and the interfaces it provides. 

Interfaces in nesC contain two kinds of structures: commands and events [54]. Commands 

are functions that the module provides (again, just as in OOP). Events, as mentioned above, are 

signals that the module can send out into the system. A module that provides a particular 

interface must implement every commands listed by that interface. A module that uses an 

interface must implement an event handler for every event listed by that interface. If more than 

one module use the same interface, both modules must implement an event handler, and both 

handlers will be called if the event is signals, though TinyOS provides no guarantees about the 

order in which the event handlers will execute. Both commands and events are, by default, 

synchronous, meaning they cannot be interrupted by other events. If commands or events are 

explicitly defined (in the interface) as asynchronous, however, then any implementation can be 

preempted. 
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Beyond the scheduler and programming model, the TinyOS core provides a software 

abstraction of the ATmega128L hardware. This includes module wrappers around components 

such as the hardware timers, serial ports, and general data pins. 

Atlas Platform Definition 

In addition to the core system, TinyOS applications are built against a platform definition. 

TinyOS ships with platform definitions for the Mica family of motes (Mica, Mica2, Mica2Dot, 

and Micaz [55]), Telos, and the Intel mote, among others. Each platform definition must include 

a hardware.h file that links in the correct microcontroller driver, and defines the clock speed and 

baud rate for the device. The platform definition also requires a PlatformC.nc nesC module. This 

module must exist, as it is used by the TinyOS kernel, and contains any initialization routines 

that must run when the device is booted. Finally, a .platform file is required by the build system, 

and consists of a series of include statements, listing the directories that contain source code for 

the platform. 

Atlas is a modular architecture, and the platform definition is larger than the typical 

TinyOS project. In addition to the required files mentioned above, the Atlas definition contains a 

number of new modules. PlatformSerial0C.nc and PlatformSerial1C.nc expose and isolate the 

UART0 and UART1 connections of the microcontroller. SerialCommC.nc is a generic module, 

which, in nesC, indicates that multiple instances can be created. It defines an interface for serial 

communication, and provides support for buffered, multi-character writing to a UART. The 

module also provides both synchronous (blocking) and asynchronous (event-driving, non-

blocking) reading and writing. The Atlas platform creates two instances of SerialCommC, 

binding one to PlatformSerial0C and the other to PlatformSerial1C. 

Other features of the microcontroller are abstracted by modules in the Atlas platform 

definition. Several modules are used to provide an interface to the ATmega128L’s hardware 
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counters, supporting 128 virtual timers [56] and alarms from the device’s three physical 

counters. The Atlas includes support for both event-driven and busy-waiting (blocking) timers. 

The platform definition also includes modules to support the non-volatile memory of the 

microcontroller (where node configurations are stored), and the analog-to-digital converter and 

digital data pins of the device (used to read sensor data and control actuators). 

In addition to the microcontroller features, the Atlas platform definition contains the 

modules that manage the swappable Communication Layers. AtlasCommC.nc is the abstract 

communication model that is exposed to higher levels of the Atlas application. AtlasCommC 

implements a number of communication-related commands, such as “init” (sets the node’s IP 

address and network settings, and initializes the Communication Layer), “connect” (establishes a 

TCP/IP connection with the provided IP address and port number), and “send” (transmits a string 

over the established connection). AtlasCommC also defines events, such as “receivedByte” 

(automatically signaled when an incoming byte is received from the TCP/IP connection) and 

“commDisconnect” (signaled when the TCP/IP connection is dropped). Any module that uses 

AtlasCommC (such as the main Atlas application module) must implement the handlers for these 

events. 

As an abstract module, the commands defined by AtlasCommC are not fully implemented 

by that module. Instead, it makes use of several concrete modules. As of now, these are 

AtlasCommXportC.nc, AtlasCommDpacC.nc, and AtlasCommCirronetC.nc. These are the 

modules for the wired Ethernet, 802.11b WiFi, and ZigBee Communication Layers. Each of 

these modules implements the same commands as AtlasCommC. Therefore, when an Atlas 

application calls AtlasCommC.send(“Hello”), AtlasCommC first detects which Communication 
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Layer is in use. If it is the Ethernet layer, AtlasCommC calls AtlasCommXportC.send(“Hello”). 

If the WiFi module is in use, AtlasCommDpacC.send(“Hello”) will be called instead. 

In this architecture, an outgoing byte transmitted from an application is relayed first to 

AtlasCommC, then passed to the appropriate concrete Communication Module. The concrete 

module sends the byte (and any necessary control codes) through the SerialCommC that wraps 

PlatformSerial1C. This data is transmitted by the ATmega128L over UART1 to the 

Communication Layer hardware, which sends the byte over the TCP/IP connection. Incoming 

data from the TCP/IP connection passes through the Communication Layer hardware, to 

UART1, to PlatformSerial1C, to the SerialCommC. The data is then relayed directly to the 

abstract AtlasCommC, avoiding redundant event handler implementation in the various concrete 

modules. AtlasCommC sends the incoming byte to the current Communication Module. The 

concrete module determines if the byte is a control command to the hardware. If so, it consumes 

the byte and performs the operation. Otherwise, it sends the byte back to AtlasCommC (by 

signaling an event), which then passes the byte up to the top-level application (also by signaling 

an event). Fig. 5-1 and Fig. 5-2 provide diagrams of this data flow for data sent by the node and 

by the middleware. 

This data marshalling scheme results in the abstract AtlasCommC needing only read access 

to UART1, and the concrete modules needing only write access. To avoid duplicate event 

handlers and possible conflict, the CommBridgeC.nc module wraps the UART1 SerialCommC. 

CommBridgeC provides two interfaces: CommBridgeControl, which wraps the UART-reading 

events, and CommBridgeModule, wrapping the UART-writing commands. AtlasCommC then 

uses the CommBridgeControl interface, while the concrete modules use CommBridgeModule. 

The Atlas platform definition links CommBridgeC as the interface provider for the abstract and 
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concrete modules, but these modules will only have access to the structures specified by the 

interface they use. 

The platform definition also includes the AtlasDebugC module, a wrapper around the 

SerialCommC instance for PlatformSerial0C. It provides access to the UART-writing commands 

while hiding the UART-reading events. This provides applications with a simple module to use 

for writing debugging and testing messages to the serial port without having to implement event 

handlers for incoming data (which would not appear on a write-only connection). 

These modules provide all the necessary functionality to operate the Atlas node hardware. 

They do not, however, query sensors, control actuators, or link the nodes into the larger Atlas 

framework. The platform definition provides a base that facilitates the development of 

applications that will run on the nodes. Any kind of application could be created, such as a 

simple number cruncher or a stand-alone, ad-hoc sensor network service. The Plug-and-Play 

operating system that manages connected devices and communicates with the Atlas middleware 

is just another application, though obviously it is critical in terms of enabling programmable 

pervasive computing spaces. 

Atlas Application 

Unlike the large platform definition, the Atlas application consists of only three modules. 

AtlasConfigC.nc contains routines for reading and writing the configuration data for each node. 

AtlasConfigC uses the AtlasEEPROMC.nc module from the platform definition to access the 4 

KB non-volatile memory provided by the ATmega128L. The basic Atlas configuration file 

contains the unique node identification string, IP settings for the node and the middleware server, 

including options such as Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DCHP) support and WiFi 

Service-Set Identifier (SSID). This file also contains the device map, an array indicating the 
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types of devices connected to the platform. Similarly, the service driver references for the 

various attached devices are also stored. 

The main Atlas application is defined in the AtlasC.nc module. AtlasC uses the TinyOS 

Boot interface, and provides the event handler that is called once TinyOS has booted and is ready 

to run the application. The application uses AtlasConfigC to load the node configuration file. 

AtlasC uses this configuration and the AtlasCommC module to initialize the Communication 

Layer and establish a TCP/IP connection to the middleware. The application then performs a 

handshake with the server, and uploads the service bundle references for attached devices. This 

protocol is shown in Fig. 5-3. 

After the node has registered with the middleware framework, it loops, waiting for 

commands. Incoming transmissions forwarded to and parsed by the CommandProcessorC.nc 

module. This module encapsulates the assembling, CRC verification, and recognition of 

messages, breaking valid messages down into commands and parameters. Recognized 

commands are executed through callback functions in AtlasC. 

Some commands perform one-time actions. For example, the node can receive a command 

to turn on a particular actuator, or to produce one reading from a sensor. Other commands 

require repeated execution. The primary command of this type is Subscribe, which instructs to 

the node to send continuous readings from a particular sensor (or to transmit over some interval, 

or to transmit any time the value changes over some threshold, etc.). These commands result in 

new Task processed being posted, allowed for repeated, encapsulated execution that will not 

block the command-recognition process (as this process is initiated by an event, and event 

processes can interrupt tasks). Because the current task must run to completion before another 

task can start, repeated execution is not performed with loops inside the task definition. Rather, 
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each task ends by checking if more work is required. If so, the task is reposted. This allows other 

waiting tasks a chance to run. 

The module and component diagram of the complete firmware architecture is provided in 

Fig. 5-3. Table 5-1 describes the Atlas Interfaces defined in the firmware, and Appendix A 

provides an example of the nesC code as used in the Atlas firmware. 

Table 5-1. NesC Interfaces defined in the Atlas firmware. 
Interface Structure Type Description 
CommandRunner runPing command Executes 'PING' command from 

middleware. 
 runRequestConfigDetail command Executes 

'REQUEST_CONFIG_DETAIL' 
command from middleware. 

 runRequestConfig command Executes 'REQUEST_CONFIG' 
command from middleware. 

 runReset command Executes 'REBOOT' command 
from middleware. 

 runWriteConfig command Executes 'WRITE_CONFIG' 
command from middleware. 

 runFakeData command Execute 'FAKE_DATA' 
command from middleware. 

CommandProcessor initCipher command Initializes the incoming and 
outgoing RC4 ciphers. 

 encryptByte command Encrypt byte using outgoing 
cipher. 

 decypherByte command Decrypt byte using incoming 
cipher. 

 processCommand command Parse and execute command 
string. 

AtlasComm init command Forward initialize command to 
attached communication module. 

 connect command Forward connect command to 
attached communication module. 

 reset command Forward reset command to 
attached communication module. 

 send command Forward send command to 
attached communication module. 

 sendAsync command Forward sendAsync command to 
attached communication module. 

 sendByte command Forward sendByte command to 
attached communication module. 
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Table 5-1.  Continued. 
Interface Structure Type Description 
AtlasComm commReady event Signals application when 

communication module completes 
initialization. 

 commDisconnect event Signals application when TCP/IP 
connection is broken. 

 sendComplete event Signals application after last 
character of string transmitted via 
sendAsync is sent. 

 receivedByte event Signaled when character is 
received by communication 
module. 

AtlasCommMod init command Initialize communication module. 
 connect command Create TCP/IP connection to 

provided address and port. 
 reset command Reset communication module. 
 send command Transmit string over TCP/IP 

connection (blocking). 
 sendAsync command Transmit string over TCP/IP 

connection (non-blocking). 
 sendByte command Transmit single byte over 

connection (blocking). 
 completeSend command Notifies communication module 

that a non-blocking write has 
completed. 

 doReceiveByte command Receive character from physical 
communication layer via abstract 
communication module. 

 commReady event Signaled after concrete module 
completes initialization. 

 commDisconnect event Signaled when TCP/IP connection 
is broken. 

 sendComplete event Signaled when last character of 
string transmitted via sendAsync 
is sent. 

 receivedByte event Signaled when byte received from 
communication layer should be 
delivered to the application (not a 
control command to the 
communication module). 
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Table 5-1.  Continued. 
Interface Structure Type Description 
CommBridgeControl sendComplete event Signaled when asynchronous 

write has completed, for read-only 
access to communication layer. 

 receivedByte event Signaled when character arrives 
from physical communication 
layer, for read-only access to 
layer. 

CommBridgeModule send command Wrapper on blocking write 
command, for write-only access 
to communication layer. 

 sendAsync command Wrapper on non-blocking write 
command, for write-only access 
to communication layer. 

 sendByte command Wrapper on blocking, single-
character write command, for 
write-only access to 
communication layer. 

AtlasDebug write command Blocking write command to 
debug port of node hardware. 

 writeAsync command Non-blocking write command to 
debug port of node hardware. 

 writeByte command Blocking, single-byte write 
command to debug port of node 
hardware. 

SerialComm send command Non-blocking write command to 
ATmega128 UART device. 

 sendBlocking command Blocking write command to 
ATmega128 UART device. 

 sendByteBlocking command Blocking, single-byte write 
command to ATmega128 UART 
device. 

 sendComplete event Signaled when non-blocking 
UART write command completes.

 receivedByte event Signaled when UART hardware 
fires interrupt for incoming 
character. 

AtlasEEPROM readBlock command Reads specified block of memory 
from ATmega128 EEPROM. 

 writeBlock command Writes data to specified block of 
ATmega128 EEPROM. 

DelayTimer delayMilli command Blocks processing for specified 
number of milliseconds. 
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Figure 5-1. Communication path for data transmitted from Atlas node to middleware. 
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Figure 5-2. Communication path for data transmitted from Atlas middleware to node. 
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Figure 5-3. Component and module diagram of TinyOS-based Atlas firmware.
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CHAPTER 6 
ATLAS MIDDLEWARE 

As mentioned in the introduction, while “middleware” usually refers to a framework sitting 

between an operating system and an application layer, programmable pervasive spaces requires a 

middleware between the physical world and an application layer. Thus Atlas nodes and the 

firmware that operates them are all considered part of our Atlas middleware. That said, the 

majority of our middleware framework operates on a stand-alone personal computers. 

Open Services Gateway Initiative Middleware 

The Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) is a Java-based framework that provides a 

runtime environment for dynamic, transient service modules known as bundles. It provides 

functionalities such as life cycle management as well as service registration and discovery that 

are crucial for scalable composition and maintenance of applications using bundles. Designed to 

be the “universal middleware,” OSGi enables service-oriented architectures, where decoupled 

components are able to dynamically discover each other and collaborate. OSGi is synergistic to 

pervasive computing, and is a key component of the Atlas middleware, hosting the majority of 

the software modules. 

OSGi bundles are small programs consisting of three main source components and a 

descriptive Manifest. The source components are the interface, the implementation and the OSGi 

activator. The interface represents a service contract, which describes the external behavior of 

and available services provided by the bundle. A bundle can provide different services by 

offering multiple interfaces. The implementation realizes the behavior defined by the interface. 

The Activator implements an OSGi-specific interface that binds the otherwise regular Java 

classes to the OSGi framework, which manages the life cycle of the bundle. The Manifest is a 

file that is both machine- and human-readable, which specifies properties of the bundle such as 
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version, author, and imported and exported packages, and is used to identify bundles and resolve 

dependencies. 

Each sensor or actuator is represented in the Atlas middleware as an individual OSGi 

device service. This is a natural choice, because the life cycle management capability of the 

OSGi framework is designed to handle the dynamic nature of a typical smart space, where 

devices come and go as the space evolves. The OSGi framework also provides a discovery 

service, which allows applications to find and use other existing services. But unlike other 

discovery services such as Jini and Universal Plug-and-Play (UPnP) which are designed for 

distributed environments, OSGi provides a single centralized runtime environment. 

The applications and services are also represented as bundles in the OSGi framework. 

These bundles’ dependencies on the basic device services are administered by the life cycle 

management and service discovery capabilities of the framework, enabling the composition and 

activation of more complex applications and services. All the common services supported in the 

Atlas middleware are also implemented as bundles running on the OSGi framework. 

Using the Atlas platform, sensors and actuators are connected to Atlas nodes. The nodes 

are powered on, and connect to the middleware server. At this point, if the nodes are not already 

configured, a Web-based configuration tools allows users to select any node in the network, and 

assign the devices that are connected to it. Assigning the devices accomplished two tasks. First, 

the node configures itself to handle the device properly: analog sensors will cause the node to 

periodically sample the analog-to-digital converter, servos will cause the node to listen from 

commands from the middleware telling it to change the servo’s position, etc. Second, the 

assignment tells the middleware to instantiate a new copy of the appropriate driver bundle for 
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that device, and map it to the Atlas node to which it is connect. Then any commands sent by the 

driver bundle will reach the device, and any data produced by the device will reach the bundle. 

The Atlas platform then is turning physical sensors and actuators into software services. 

The driver bundle that represents a sensor or actuator is running in the Atlas middleware. Using 

OSGi’s service discovery features, other applications running in the middleware can obtain 

references to the sensor and actuator bundles and call the methods they provide. 

Atlas Middleware Architecture 

In addition the services and execution environment provided by OSGi, the Atlas 

Middleware consists of several special bundles running in framework. At a minimum, four 

components are needed to bring new Atlas nodes online: Network Manager, Configuration 

Manager, Bundle Repository, and the Atlas Developer Application Programming Interface 

(API). 

Network Manager 

The Atlas Manager bundle contains several classes that are instantiated and started when 

the bundle activates. The first of these is Network Manager. Network Manager creates a new 

Network Listener, which by default is a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) server, listening 

for connection on the configured Atlas port (7000 usually). Network Listeners for the Universal 

Serial Bus (USB) network will also be created. When an Atlas node comes online, it performs 

some negotiation with the middleware by contacting the Network Listener. As shown in Fig. 6-

1(1), after the initial handshake, the Network Manager spawns a Communicator Thread that will 

exclusively handle all the network communications with this particular node from now on. A 

Node Service Handler (NSH) is also created which registers the various devices connected to this 

node as OSGi services (as shown in Fig. 6-1(2)) and handles the routing of commands and data 
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between the service bundles and their respective devices. Applications are then able to locate and 

use these services provided by the new devices (Fig. 6-1(3)). 

The Network Manager is responsible for keeping track of all the nodes in the network, 

both existing and newly joined, and the various device services offered. When a node joins the 

network, it handshakes with the Network Manager, then uploads its configuration. At this point, 

control is passed to the Configuration Manager, which registers the device services and activates 

the node. The devices are then ready to be used by applications and other services. 

Network Viewer, a part of the Atlas Web Configuration and Administration Tool, provides 

a front-end to the Network Manager, allowing users to view the current network status. It 

displays the list of active nodes and a short summary of their connection statistics and histories. 

By clicking on a particular node, users are able to view details such as configuration parameters, 

the properties of sensors or actuators connected and the services offered. 

Configuration Manager 

The Configuration Manager bundle is used to prove a web-based configuration, much like 

that of a residential router, to all the Atlas nodes currently registered in the network. The service 

also provides tools for the Network Manager to verify the configuration data sent during the 

initial handshake as a node connects. The Configuration Manager encapsulates all the methods 

for recording and manipulating node settings. When a new node uploads its configuration file, 

the Network Manager passes it on to the Configuration Manager, which then parses the file and 

accesses the Bundle Repository to get the references for service bundles required by the 

connected devices. It then loads these services bundles into the OSGi framework, thereby 

registering the different device services associated with the node. 

The Configuration Manager allows a user to view and modify node configurations through 

the Atlas Web Configuration and Administration Tool. Through this web interface a user is able 
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to modify various node settings and select devices that are to be connected to a node. This 

enables nodes to be programmed over the network without requiring them to be attached to 

microcontroller programming hardware. After the new settings are sent to the node, it reboots 

and the new devices automatically become available as services in the OSGi framework. 

Configuration Manager is entirely the Master’s thesis work of Raja Bose. 

Bundle Repository 

The Repository bundle manages the device driver bundles. It stores a generic bundle for 

each particular type of sensor or actuator, and allows Network Manager to instantiate and start a 

new copy each time one of those particular devices comes online. The Bundle Repository 

eliminates the need for each node to locally store bundles. Instead, the Configuration Manager 

retrieves references to the bundles from the Bundle Repository when new nodes join. It enables 

nodes with limited storage to support a larger number and greater variety of devices. This also 

simplifies the process of keeping service bundles up-to-date. Updated bundles can be placed in 

the Bundle Repository, and nodes that provide this service will automatically use this latest 

version when the node comes online.  

The Atlas Web Configuration and Administration Tool provides a front-end to the Bundle 

Repository, enabling users to view and modify its contents. It lists the available service bundles, 

the physical devices they represent and other details such as the version numbers and dates 

uploaded. Users are able to add, delete and update service bundles, and synchronize with other 

repositories. 

The local Repository in one middleware also is able to synchronize with a remote 

Repository in another. Our lab maintains a global repository at SensorPlatform.org. We hope to 

promote an Open Source community-like effort around the development and maintenance of 

device driver bundles. This is a critical step in creating programmable pervasive spaces. A 
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community effort to develop a public library of sensor and actuator drivers will reduce the time 

people spend reinventing the wheel, having to research a device’s characteristics and operation. 

In the device is already in the library, the bundle can be downloaded and used in any smart space 

without modification, and without having to learn what low-level voltages and signals are 

necessary to use the sensor or actuator. 

Atlas Developer Application Programming Interface 

The Atlas Developer Application Programming Interface (API) provides interfaces and 

base classes (shown in Table 6-1) for third parties to develop device and application service 

bundles on top of Atlas.  

Programmers wishing to write their own service bundles for sensors or actuators are 

required to extend the AtlasService base class provided by the API. This class provides low-level 

functionality common to all the service bundles. It also hides many system-level details, 

allowing programmers to concentrate on writing code specific to the device. The Developer API 

promotes the proliferation of device service bundles. This, combined with the Bundle 

Repository, encourages community-based development, covering large territories of new sensors 

and actuators. 

Using the AtlasClient interface to develop pervasive applications promotes standardized, 

streamlined interactions between the application and the middleware. Its unified interface allows 

for rapid development of complex applications over a large set of widely diverse devices. 

Application Development Using Atlas 

Atlas was designed to work with many different programming models. As Fig. 3-2 

showed, applications can make direct use of the service bundles running in the middleware, or 

more complicated models can be plugged in to the basic service framework. For example, a 

Context Module could provide a layer of abstraction over the raw services, allowing for a 
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context-driven programming model, where knowledge and behavior are explicitly defined using 

context transitions, instead of being buried inside separate, potentially conflicting applications. 

Atlas Service Authoring Tool 

The Atlas middleware includes a simple and easy-to-use service authoring (programming) 

tool that extends the capability of the popular open-source integrated development environment 

(IDE) Eclipse in the form of a plug-in. The Atlas Service Authoring Tool, created by another 

student in the lab, Hen-I Yang, allows programmers to quickly browse the sensors, actuators and 

other services available in a pervasive environment, use them to develop new services and 

applications or modify existing ones remotely, and deploy them back to the pervasive space. 

Table 2 lists the functional requirements of the tool, which we established based on our 

experience with the Gator Tech Smart House. The software employs a visual “design by 

selection” approach for service design, where programmers can drag-and-drop services from the 

list and the tool automatically packages the necessary components and creates the handles that 

can be invoked to access the services. The tool also provides source code templates so 

programmers are free to concentrate on implementing the application logic rather than the details 

of writing OSGi bundles. 

To design and develop a new application, programmers simply perform the following 

procedure: 

1. Connect to a remote pervasive environment that is based on the Atlas middleware. 
Alternatively, connect to a stand-alone Atlas Bundle Repository. 
 

2. Edit the manifest file for the application (if necessary). 
 

3. Browse and select from the list of sensors, actuators and services those entities that will be 
used in the application. 
 

4. Add application logic implementation to the source code generated by the tool. 
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5. Test and debug locally. 
 

6. Deploy the application back to the pervasive environment with a single touch of a button. 
 

The Atlas Service Authoring Tool supports remote development and deployment; Eclipse 

and the Atlas plug-in are intended to be installed on a machine other than the centralized Atlas 

middleware server. We believe this powerful feature is the catalyst for future growth of 

pervasive computing. As these environments become more prevalent, it will be infeasible to have 

programmers visit the numerous or inaccessible locations where applications will be deployed. 

In a smart retirement community of 100 smart homes, the central office should be able to push 

any number of new third-party services out to their members without visiting each house. This is 

easily accomplished with the Atlas Service Authoring Tool. 

Communication Modules 

Instead of implementing a singular communication manager that oversees all the 

communications within and connected to our Atlas middleware, Atlas middleware includes an 

array of communication modules for effective communications in a heterogeneous environment. 

With the number and diversity of the entities in a pervasive environment, it is unrealistic to 

expect one single communication protocol to work on vast number of diverse entities from 

different vendors. Until a publicly agreed standard has been adapted for pervasive computing 

environment, we currently offer various communication modules conforming to each of the 

different protocols. 

Each communication module provides basic carrier of messages based on certain standard 

or proprietary protocol. They are implemented only to serve as carriers to deliver and receive 

messages, and do not check for validity of the content or conformance to the high level 

choreography, etc. All the services in the environment can invoke the service of one of these 

communication modules to conduct internal or external communications. 
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Currently, Atlas middleware supports the following communication modules. For internal 

communications, services can use the OSGi wiring API for inter-bundle communications. This 

module instantiates a producer-consumer relation between data generators and users. For 

external communications, the Atlas middleware currently support three modules realizing three 

different protocols, the Telex network (TTY) client, the hypertext transport protocol (HTTP) 

client and the web service interface module. These modules allows the services and entities 

residing in the server to communicate with non-Atlas based sensors and actuators, as well as with 

external services and systems such as existing business applications. 

For incoming communications, in addition to the TTY console and HTTP server console 

that already comes with OSGi reference implementation by default, we have also built a service 

that awaits incoming message and multiplex them to different service bundles based on the 

identifiers associated with each message. 

Performance Evaluation 

To investigate the performance and scalability of the Atlas middleware, several 

experiments were designed and conducted. In particular, we ran the Atlas middleware on a low-

end desktop computer, injected multiple sensor device services into the middleware, and sent 

simulated sensor readings from a separate desktop computer. The first experiment examined the 

issue of scalability and investigated how the number of sensors affects the resource usage of the 

middleware. The second experiment explored the performance of the middleware as a typical 

data consuming application is connected to an increasing number of data streams. We describe in 

the following sub-sections, the setup and results obtained from these experiments. 

Experiment Setup 

The experiments were conducted with the Atlas middleware running on a Pentium4 1.70 

GHz/256 KB cache Dell Dimension 8100 machine with 256 MB of memory. The operating 
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system used was Ubuntu 6.10. The Java SDK 5.0 Update 8 was used to run Knopflerfish 1.3.5, 

an open-source OSGi framework implementation. 

The AtlasSim utility (Fig. 6-6) is used to test the Atlas middleware by simulating a network 

of Atlas nodes. The simulator is able to spawn multiple nodes, each in its own thread. Only the 

communication with the middleware server is simulated, not the hardware components 

themselves. Each node spawned can be individually customized at any time, specifying the 

number and type of device services provided, the data sent, and the sampling frequency (Fig 6-

7). The main application thread uses a single timer to step through the simulation. AtlasSim uses 

the default communication medium (wired Ethernet, WiFi, etc.) provided by the machine to 

reach the specified middleware server host. The maximum number of nodes that can be spawned 

depends on the speed, memory, and network stack of the simulation machine. AtlasSim was 

written in Delphi for Windows, and can be compiled using Borland Kylix for Linux. 

For both the experiments, we simulated a force sensing resistor from Interlink. The 

InterlinkPressureSensor device service bundle is initiated and activated to continuously forward 

readings from the simulated sensors at the rate of one reading per second. 

Atlas Middleware Scalability 

In this experiment, we investigated the scalability of the middleware, in terms of the 

maximum number of sensor device services that can be supported while running on a low-end 

desktop machine with limited resources. We further monitored the performance impact on 

processor load and memory usage as we simulated more and more sensor devices. 

In this experiment, we continuously instantiated and activated new sensor device services 

in the middleware, and observed the impact of the number of instantiated sensors on the 

performance of the centralized server hosting the middleware. For baseline comparison, we 

observed that before we start the OSGi framework on the server, the user-level central 
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processing unit (CPU) load was at 1.3%, and the system level CPU load was at 0%, and the 

amount of memory in use was 215.42 MB. Once the OSGi platform was initiated and before any 

sensor device services were activated, the user level and the system level CPU load both 

remained unchanged, but the amount of memory in use jumped to 243.44 MB. 

In Fig. 6-8 we observe that both the CPU load at the system level and the user level 

increases linearly as the number of connected sensors increased, although the user level CPU 

load climbs at a much faster rate than the system level CPU load. This is because the device 

services run on top of the OSGi framework at the user level, hence basically the user level CPU 

load grows proportionally with the total number of sensors. The data stream from each of the 

simulated sensor is delivered through the network resulting in a much less, but also linearly 

proportional growth in terms of system level CPU load. The experiment stops at 500 sensors 

because the system becomes sluggish and unresponsive, resulting in difficulty in adding more 

sensors, and demonstrates that 500 is the maximum number of sensors that can be supported by 

the Atlas middleware when each Atlas node is only connected to a single sensor. 

Fig. 6-9 shows how the memory usage is affected by the number of sensor connected. We 

can see that as soon as the first sensor is connected and activated, the memory usage jumps from 

243.44 MB to between 251 and 252 MB. The memory usage then fluctuates within this reason as 

more and more sensors are connected. What is most interesting is that a typical pattern of 

thrashing is observed at around 300 sensors. The memory usage goes down from there, and the 

system response becomes slower. Although the CPU load keeps increasing (as shown in Fig. 6-

8) the performance in terms of processing sensor readings does not improve. The memory usage 

continue to decline due to worse thrashing activities until the system finally stop responding at 

500 sensors. 
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In a variation of this experiment we simulated multiplexing Atlas nodes. It was observed 

that when there is no application interacting with these sensor device services, the Atlas 

middleware could support up to 133 Atlas sensor nodes, with each node connected to 32 sensors, 

before the CPU in the centralized server overloaded and the system thrashed. In other words, the 

Atlas middleware, when running on a low-end resource limited test bed PC, with capabilities 

similar to typical set-top boxes or access points, can support up to 4256 sensors at a given time. 

In a typical setting of smart houses (such as the Gator Tech Smart House), this kind of scalability 

far exceeds the requirements of typical applications and services provided in a pervasive 

computing environment. Hence, Atlas middleware is scalable with respect to a wide class of 

pervasive computing applications. 

Performance under Zero-Load Data Streams 

In this experiment, we set up a simple application that discovers all the basic sensor device 

services available in the system, and subscribes to their data streams. This application does not 

perform any useful operations on the data gathered; it only checks the timestamp when new data 

arrives. The idea of this experiment is to capture the application-middleware interaction 

overhead resulting from instantiating and connecting to sensor data streams. This experiment 

allows us to investigate how many sensors a single typical application can support. In essence, 

this experiment examines the consumer side of the middleware (applications), whereas the 

experiments in the previous section examine the producer side of the middleware (sensors). 

For the baseline comparison of this experiment, after the OSGi platform and the 

application service bundle were initiated, and before any sensor device service was activated, the 

user level CPU load and the system level CPU load were 2% and 0.3%, which is slightly higher 

than without the application, and the amount of memory in use jumps to 251.64 MB, which is 

about 3% more than without the application. 
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In Fig 6-10, we overlay the plots of CPU load versus number of sensors for two scenarios: 

(1) when there is no application present; (2) when an application is present and subscribing to 

continuous data streams from all the sensors. Observe that in the absence of an application, the 

CPU load increases slowly as the number of sensors increases, and barely reaches 30% when 

there are 500 active sensors. In contrast, when an application subscribes to the sensor data 

streams, the CPU load rises sharply and saturates when the number of sensors exceeds 75, but 

the system remains responsive until the number of sensors reaches 300. 

The CPU load increases sharply because, in addition to the extra load created by each 

added sensor, the application must handle the data streams coming from all the existing sensors 

as well as the data from the new sensor. As the number of sensors increases, the application has 

to consume more and more computing resources to handle the constant incoming streams of 

data. The CPU load reaches close to 100% at around 75 sensors, then drops back and hover 

around 97% until the system stops responding at around 300 sensors. The system is able to 

support even more nodes after CPU load peaked at 75 because the data streams from sensors 

experience longer delays because of the need to schedule more threads for each of the sensors, 

and longer time slice are needed for the subscribing application to handler all the incoming data 

streams. Data readings are queued, and some eventually dropped due to time out and insufficient 

space in queue, before they are able to be processed by the application.  

The addition of application service does not have any significant impact on the memory 

usage as shown by two highly overlapping trend lines (one with the application running, and the 

other does not) in Fig 6-11. 

In addition to monitoring the CPU load and memory usage, we also measure two other 

important characteristics of the plug-and-play process, device detection time and data channel 
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initialization time. The device detection time is used to describe the time it takes from when the 

device service registers with the Atlas middleware to when the application detects its existence. 

We observed a typical device detection time of 1 ms, although 23 ms was also occasionally 

recorded. This is likely due to preemptive framework activities. During this time, the application 

transmits the data subscription message, waits for the request to reach and be processed by the 

node, and finally receives back the first data reading. The average data channel initialization time 

is 113.33 ms with a large standard deviation of 195.97 ms.  

On average, it takes 117.77 ms for an application to detect, start interacting with and 

receiving data from the sensor. 

Table 6-1. Methods provided by the Atlas Developer Application Programming Interface 
Method Class/Interface Description 
receivedData AtlasClient Data handler called by service bundle when data arrives 
addProperty AtlasService Add a property pair (key, value) to be associated with this 

service 
removeProperty AtlasService Remove a property associated with this service 
getProperties AtlasService Get all properties associated with this service 
sendCommand AtlasService Send control commands (used by service associated with 

an actuator) 
getData AtlasService Pull data from sensor associated with this service 
Subscribe AtlasService Request data stream from sensor 
Unsubscribe AtlasService Halt data stream from sensor 
isSubscriber AtlasService Check if application is receiving data stream from 

particular sensor 
dataHandler AtlasService Data handler called by middleware when data arrives for 

particular service. Must be implemented by device service 
developer. 

 
Table 6-2. Primary functionalities provided by Atlas Service Authoring Tool 

Feature Scope 
Browse Available Entities and Services Local machine, remote machine 
Provide Information on OSGi bundles Local bundles, remote bundles 
Design by Selection Local bundles 
Semi-automatic Environment Setup Local machine, remote machine 
Seamlessly integration with Eclipse tools 
(code completion, syntax highlighting, 
debugging, etc.) 

Local IDE 

Deploy New Bundles Back to Smart Space Local machine, remote machine 
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Figure 6-1. Adding a new Atlas node to the network. 1) Node turns on, contacts middleware, is 
assigned a new Communicator and Node Service Handler. 2) Node receives 
configuration, middleware instantiates and starts device service bundle for each 
device connected to node. 3) Node begins processing, querying and transmitting 
sensor values, receiving and executing actuator commands. Middleware maintains 
mapping between device services and nodes, and applications and device services.   
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Figure 6-2. Knopflerfish OSGi framework running the Atlas middleware. 

 

 

Figure 6-3. Atlas node web configuration page. 
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Figure 6-4. Atlas repository web configuration page. 

 

 

Figure 6-5. Atlas Eclipse IDE plugin. 
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Figure 6-6. Screenshot of the AtlasSim application. 

 

 

Figure 6-7. AtlasSim node configuration window. 
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CPU Load % versus Number of Sensors
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Figure 6-8. Processor load vs. number of sensors. 
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Figure 6-9. Memory usage vs. number of sensors. 
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CPU Load % versus Number of Sensors with and without Application Service
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Figure 6-10. Processor load vs. number of sensors. Blue line is with no application service 
running, pink line is with application subscribing to sensor data. 
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Figure 6-11. Memory usage vs. number of sensors. Blue line is with no application service 
running, pink line is with application subscribing to sensor data. 
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CHAPTER 7 
ATLAS TRUST MODEL  

Security and Privacy in Sensor Networks 

For all the benefits sensor (and actuator) networks provide, especially in the realm of 

pervasive computing, there is one issue in particular that can seriously hinder their acceptance: 

trust. Will users trust that this giant, computerized information-gathering device can be secured 

so that third parties cannot access their personal data? Will the system respect the users’ privacy, 

or even have a concept of what privacy is? A pervasive computing environment must be 

trustworthy, otherwise no user service, regardless of its usefulness, can be employed in a real-

world scenario. To understand how to make a smart space trustworthy, we must first model the 

potential attacks against the system. 

Attack Model for the Atlas Platform 

Attacks on the trustworthiness of an Atlas network can be categorized by their physical 

proximity to the space, by their logical proximity to the various architectural layers of the space, 

and by the manner in which they degrade the space. There are three relevant physical proximity 

categories when dealing with an Atlas deployment: remote, neighboring, and internal. There are 

also three degradation categories: interception, insertion, and denial of service. 

Remote Attacks 

This attack category primarily consists of traditional computer security vulnerabilities. In 

spaces such as smart homes, the machine that hosts the Atlas middleware service framework will 

often have an always-on, broadband Internet connection. It can therefore be exposed to the same 

worms, viruses, and other malware that afflict regular home computers. 

Additionally, Atlas networks may be relaying sensitive information to a trusted third party. 

This information could be intercepted at the network level, or be released by the third party, 
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intentionally or unintentionally. These are the remote attacks that do not require direct access to 

the Atlas deployment. 

Neighboring Attacks 

Neighboring attacks are those that originate from a position physical close to, but not 

inside, the smart space. They have access to the communication within the Atlas network, but do 

not have physical access to the node hardware. In general, this involves an Atlas deployment that 

makes use of wireless Communication Layers (such as WiFi or ZigBee). Neighboring attacks 

occur within range of the wireless signal. However, wired Atlas networks are potentially 

vulnerable. For example, if a smart house uses power-line communication, where data is 

modulated onto the electrical wiring of the house, the network will be visible from any exterior 

sockets the house provides. Based on the wiring from the utility company, the network may even 

be visible from the internal sockets of other near-by homes. 

Internal Attacks 

Internal attacks involve the inside of a space being compromised, for example, when a 

burglar has broken into a home. This obviously has serious security concerns beyond the 

computer system, but in terms of the Atlas platform, an internal attack means that the nodes 

running in a space may have been physically compromised. Cipher keys or stored data may be 

read from the node, the firmware may be modified, or the node hardware itself might have been 

modified or replaced with other devices. Similarly, the middleware server controlling the 

network may also be compromised. 

Interception Attacks 

Interception attacks involve an unauthorized third party gaining access to the data 

produced by the Atlas network. The easiest vector for an interception attack is monitoring (or 

“sniffing”) wireless traffic from a Neighboring attack position. An Internal attack position would 
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allow Interception of more secure network technologies, such as wired Ethernet. Successful 

Internal or Remote attacks against the middleware server could expose all data being produced 

by the deployment. Data being relayed to authorized third parties is also vulnerable to Remote 

Interception, either through technical or social attacks. 

Insertion Attacks 

The placement of unauthorized data or commands into the Atlas network is an Insertion 

attack. This could involve an attacker masquerading as the middleware, sending commands to a 

node to disrupt operation of its connected devices. Alternatively, it could involve masquerading 

as a node, sending false sensor data to the middleware to alter the behavior of running services. 

Insertion attacks also include faking transmissions from the middleware to external applications 

making use of the available Communication Modules in the framework, and vise versa. 

Denial of Service Attacks 

A Denial of Service (DoS) attack prevents some component of the Atlas deployment from 

functioning correctly or at full capacity. This may also involve an Insertion attack. For example, 

if fake “reboot” commands are continuously sent to a node. Denial of Service also includes 

techniques such as jamming, preventing nodes within some area from sending or receiving data. 

In the domain of smart spaces, this category of attack also includes attacks such as cutting power 

to the system, or creating a scenario such that nodes are forced to maintain a high duty cycle, 

depleting their batteries. 

Attack Prevention 

As previously mentioned, smart spaces must be trustworthy if they are to be commercially 

viable and acceptable to users. To be trustworthy, there must be, where possible, systems in 

place to identify and prevent or minimize the attacks modeled above. While at some point user 
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behavior will trump whatever safety mechanisms are in place, Atlas can be built upon a secure 

foundation and provide tools and support to help users make correct choices. 

Fundamental Security 

The machine that hosts the Atlas middleware service framework is the critical, 

authoritative central hub of an Atlas deployment. Common-sense security practices must in place 

for this computer. Though the Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) middleware can run on 

any operating system that offers a Java Runtime Environment, we traditionally use a modern, 

server-oriented Linux distribution. These are configured for the minimum necessary services, 

and the tools and practices to further secure the operating system are well documented. 

Services such run with as few privileges as necessary, and their access to unneeded system 

components should be denied. Security auditing of all services, including the Atlas middleware, 

is necessary to identify and eliminate potential Remote and Internal attack vectors, such as buffer 

overrun errors that allow arbitrary code execution. Strong passwords are necessary both for 

administrator access to the middleware configuration and to the machine itself. 

If the server is connected to the Internet, a software firewall must be in place, and a 

hardware firewall is also recommended. Security updates to the operating system, OSGi 

implementation, Atlas middleware, and any other services running on the machine should be 

automatically downloaded and applied. 

Preventing Interception and Insertion Attacks 

Interception and Insertion are two attacks common to all sensor networks. Data encryption 

and signing are the standard solutions in normal computer systems, but have posed problems in 

the domain of sensor networks [57]. First, the choice of cryptographic scheme is limited by the 

low computational power of the hardware nodes. Common ciphers such as Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) [58] or Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) [59] are infeasible on microcontrollers 
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such as the ATmega128L. Second, because other sensor platforms rely on ad-hoc networks, 

where communication occurs only from node to node, each node must share a unique cipher key 

with every other node. With minimum key sizes of 256 bytes and 100 nodes, this requires 2.56 

MB (256 x 1002), far exceeding the standard 4 KB of non-volatile memory offered by most 

platforms. While addition storage could be added, this increases the cost of each node. 

Techniques to reduce the necessary storage are available, such as limiting the key sharing to 

small, intersecting cliques of nodes [60], but this exacerbates the already complex ad-hoc routing 

algorithms. 

Fortunately, the infrastructure-based network topology of the Atlas platform solves this 

key-sharing problem. Nodes communicate only with the middleware server, meaning each node 

only needs to store the one unique key it shares with the middleware. 

Atlas uses Rivest Cipher 4 (RC4) [61], a computationally inexpensive stream cipher. The 

256 byte key is used to initialize an array containing a permutation of the values 0 to 255 

(inclusive). This is used as the cipher generator for the algorithm. Each byte of a data stream is 

processed individually, encoding (or decoding) the data and evolving the permutation array.  

Each node maintains two of these arrays, and the middleware maintains two for each node 

that has registered. On each side, one array is used for incoming data, and the other for outgoing. 

This is necessary to prevent synchronization errors when the node and the middleware transmit 

data at the same time. Additionally, the reliability of the TCP connection ensures that the paired 

incoming-outgoing arrays on the node and middleware remain consistent. 

Encryption does not begin until after a node has fully registered. This prevents the 

ciphertext of known plaintext from being available to an attacker. With this encryption in place, 

the damage from Interception attacks is minimized. Not only is a brute-force attack against the 
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encryption generally infeasible, much of the data produced by a sensor network as a short 

lifespan, and will be useless long before it could be compromised. Similarly, Insertion attacks are 

prevented. Since only the node and the middleware know the shared key, a message encrypted 

with that key is essentially signed.  

Pervasive Noise 

Although encryption solves many of the problems identified in our attack model, it cannot 

operate until the node and middleware agree upon a key. Key distribution is major topic in 

sensor networks [62]. The node hardware is not powerful enough to run common, secure key 

negotiation and exchange algorithms such as Diffie-Hellman [63]. Yet it is infeasible to 

manually program the keys for thousands of sensor nodes. While Atlas deployments in smart 

spaces will generally contain fewer nodes than Ad-hoc sensor network projects, an environment 

such as a smart home will be managed by a regular person, not a trained engineer. Someone who 

has problems programming a video cassette recorder (VCR) will not have an easy time generated 

and uploading a cipher key to each new device he or she brings into the house. 

While residents could schedule visits from a “Smart House Certified” technician (similar 

to the technical support crews at electronics retailers, not expensive engineers) to authorize new 

devices, this would prevent users from immediately enjoying their purchases. To address this, we 

created the Pervasive Noise concept, a novel technique that allows unauthenticated devices to 

participate (with limits) in an existing Atlas system. 

Overview 

In any system, noise is essentially an unwanted signal that competing with or obscuring a 

desired signal. Pervasive Noise is a preventative measure against Interception attacks, and allows 

users to run unauthenticated nodes, transmitting plaintext messages, while protecting their 

privacy. This system assumes a mixed network; that is, an existing Atlas deployment that 
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contains some authenticated nodes. Pervasive Noise takes advantage of the centralized, 

authoritative Atlas middleware, allowing secure, encrypted collaboration with the authenticated 

nodes. Periodically, these nodes are told to masquerade as the unauthenticated nodes in the 

system. Masquerading as an unauthenticated node involves sending a plaintext transmission, the 

value of which was provided by the middleware in the encrypted message. 

As the middleware knows what value to expect from this "fake" transmission, it is able to 

discard the message when it arrives. However, to any attacker attempting to intercept data from 

the network, this masquerade is indistinguishable from a real transmission. It is noise, obscuring 

the true data produced by the unauthenticated node and protecting the privacy of the user. 

Although the ideal Pervasive Noise system would constantly flood the network with 

masqueraded data, this is not practical in a real-world deployment. The authenticated nodes 

cannot spend all their duty cycles on fake transmissions. Each has a number of real sensors or 

actuators to query or control. Nodes operating on batteries would lose power quickly if they were 

always transmitting. Instead, for each data stream produced by an unauthenticated device, we use 

statistical information, provided by the bundle author for the particular device, to minimize the 

transmissions necessary to protect the privacy of Atlas's users.  

Noise Model 

In the Pervasive Noise model, we are essentially concerned with two categories of nodes: 

authenticated and unauthenticated. Authenticated nodes have been given, via some mechanism, a 

key that is shared with the Atlas middleware. Unauthenticated nodes have no key. A = {a1, a2, ..., 

ai} is the set of authenticated nodes, and U = {u1, u2, ..., uj} the set of unauthenticated nodes. 

Though ideally any authenticated node can be used in the masquerade, for practical reasons 

we wish to subcategorize them into AN = {an1, an2, ..., anx}, the set of nodes placed specifically to 
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act as noise generators, AP = {ap1, ap2, ..., apy}, the set of regular nodes operating on wired power, 

and AB = {ab1, ab2, ..., abz}, the set of regular nodes operating on battery power. 

At any given time, a particular node in A may have some portion of its bandwidth available 

to transmit noise. As all sensor data transmission times are approximately equal, the amount 

available depends on the number of real sensors that node has to query, and the rate at which it 

queries. For example, a node that has two sensor subscriptions at an interval of five seconds can 

transmit more noise than a node with four sensor subscriptions at an interval of five seconds, but 

both would be more available than a node with one sensor but a subscription interval of one tenth 

of a second. We define the function ϑ(i) to be the total subscription interval (in seconds) of node 

ai ∈ A, and η(i) the number of sensors subscribed. Function α(i) is the availability, in messages 

per second of node ai: 

α(i) = (ϑ(i) - τη(i)) / ϑ(i) 

Here, τ is the time for one sampling and transmission. 

If a ∈ A is to successfully masquerade as u ∈ U, the value a transmits cannot be 

completely random. If u is a temperature sensor inside the house, and a sends a value of -30°F, it 

easily will be detected as noise. Node a should transmit a value that is plausible but obscures the 

true reading. Determining a plausible value requires information provided by the author of the 

service driver bundle that corresponds to the particular device. First is the noise variance, or the 

range of plausible values given a known, valid reading. Function ν(j) is the noise variance of uj ∈ 

U. The driver bundle must also provide information about the required accuracy for the device, 

encapsulated by function ε(j). This defines an accuracy threshold beyond which applications that 

use data from the device will behave improperly. 
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Nodes in A are able to transmit as necessary. Nodes in U, however, are throttled to r 

messages per second. This allows nodes in A sufficient time to perform their regular tasks in 

addition to producing noise. 

The goal of Pervasive Noise is to produce, during each period of valid transmission by a 

node in U (1/r), noise that is plausible (±ν(j) of applicable historical data) but that yields a 

deviation larger than ε(j). The deviation for uj is: 

σ(j) = √( (1/(n+1))(Σi
n(ν(j) - ui)2) ) 

Where n is the number of noise transmissions. Therefore noise is generated until σ(j) > 

ε(j), or the availability of nodes from A is depleted. The total availability needed to mask one 

unauthenticated node is nr, and the maximum number of unauthenticated nodes that can be 

supported is: 

∃ ai ∈ A : (Σα(i)) / nr 

Pervasive Noise Implementation 

Pervasive Noise required additions to both the Atlas node firmware and the middleware 

bundles. On the node side, support was added for the Fake_Data command. This is the command 

sent to authenticated nodes when they are to masquerade as an unauthenticated node. The 

command provides three parameters: the node ID of the unauthenticated node, the channel 

number of the device, and the value to transmit. A node will only execute this command if it 

receives it in an encrypted message. 

Firmware code was also added to throttle the sampling and transmission rate if the node 

does not have a key, or if its key does not match with the middleware. While the transmission 

rate of valid data is throttled, unauthenticated nodes will also transmit noise. In this case, the 

noise is the regular sensor data message scrambled with a temporary key. The purpose of this is 
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to make the node appear, to a third party, like an authenticated node. The middleware will 

automatically drop the messages, as it will not have a matching key for that node. 

Management of the Pervasive Noise system is handled in the Atlas Manager bundle in the 

middleware. When a node comes online and the driver bundles for its connected devices are 

loaded, Atlas Manager reads the noise variance and accuracy parameters from the bundle's 

manifest file. If the node has an associated key stored on the server, the RC4 arrays for incoming 

and outgoing streams are initialized. 

Atlas Manager then spawns a PervasiveNoiseManager thread object for the node, 

associated it with the TCPNetworkReader thread object that maintains the TCP/IP connection 

between the middleware and that node. The Pervasive Noise Manager serves several purposes. 

First, it is used to immediately discard noise transmissions, rather than processing them higher in 

the stack. Noise transmissions from unauthenticated nodes (which are encrypted with a 

temporary key that the middleware does not have) are detected because the middleware is 

expecting a plaintext transmission, and will not find the correct identification bits in the header 

of the message. Noise transmissions from authenticated nodes are also easily detected. The 

Pervasive Noise Manager records the Fake_Data commands that it sends out. When a 

transmission comes in, the node ID, channel, and value are checked against the list. If a matching 

entry is found, it is removed from the list and the message is dropped. If the unauthorized node 

happens to send, during a valid transmission, the same value as has been assigned to a noise 

transmission, the message may be dropped, but then the middleware will keep the "noise" value, 

and no data is lost. 

As mentioned above, the Pervasive Noise Manager is also responsible for sending the 

Fake_Data commands to authenticated nodes. It coordinates with the Atlas Manager to select a 
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node that is available for noise production. The availability involves the number of tasks being 

performed by the node, and the timing demands of those tasks. Availability also involves 

physical proximity of the authenticated node to the unauthenticated. In the current 

implementation, only nodes in the same room as the unauthenticated node are chosen to produce 

noise. This ensures that the masquerading nodes will have similar signal strengths to the real 

node. Substantially varied signal strength could be used by an attack to filter out the noise 

transmissions. 

The Pervasive Noise Manager chooses values for the noise transmissions by applying the 

noise variance function to a running average of the true values from the unauthenticated node. 

When the thread object is first instantiated, it chooses a random bias for the variance function. 

Therefore some nodes will produce noise values above the average, some below, and some will 

straddle. This prevents attackers from simply averaging the noise to obtain approximate values. 

While Pervasive Noise is designed primarily to prevent Interception attacks, a side effect 

of this system does provide some protection from Insertion attacks. Communication with 

authenticated nodes are protected by means of encryption, but the middleware is protected from 

Insertion attacks posing as unauthenticated nodes by means of the transmission rate throttling. 

The Pervasive Noise Manager maintains a timestamp for the last received message for each 

unauthenticated node. If an attacker is inserting messages into the Atlas network, the Pervasive 

Noise Manager will see that messages from that node are coming faster than allowed. It will then 

drop all messages from that node for some period of time.
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CHAPTER 8 
CASE STUDIES 

Gator Tech Smart House 

Since the Atlas platform was not available until late 2005, the original implementation of 

the Gator Tech Smart House (GTSH) used other sensor platforms (such as Phidgets) and 

automation technologies (such as X10 modules). In preparation for the first in a series of 

experiments with live-in residents, we currently are migrating the existing services and 

applications inside the GTSH to the Atlas platform. Additionally, we are creating new services 

made possible by the new platform. The following case studies provide details of our experience. 

Smart Blinds 

One of the major aims of the GTSH is to allow its resident to control various household 

devices, such as the window blinds, using voice commands or a simple touch screen, interactive 

GUI. Our plan was to deploy a system which would not only allow the resident to operate the 

blinds without requiring physical interaction but also allow the house to control them 

automatically to adjust ambient lighting. 

Each window shade in the house is connected to a Hi-Tec HS-322HD Deluxe Servo (Fig. 

8-1) with an output torque of 3 kg / cm, which allows the smart house to open and close the 

blinds. The servos are connected to Atlas nodes via the 6-way servo board, allowing a single 

node to control up to 6 servos. 

The WindowBlinds service was implemented using the generic actuator service bundle. 

This service bundle translates the high-level commands provided by the end-user application into 

low level instructions required by the Atlas node to control the servos. It allows an application to 

both control individual blinds and also control multiple blinds as a single entity. 
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Atlas-Based Smart Floor 

In a smart home geared towards providing an assistive environment for seniors, locating 

the residents and keeping track of their whereabouts is of paramount importance. Indoor location 

tracking systems provide information about the resident’s location, daily activities, and room 

preferences and also help in detecting emergencies like falls. In addition to this, it is equally 

essential that such a system should neither be intrusive and nor should it require special attention 

from the resident to operate effectively.  Keeping these things in mind it was decided to install a 

Smart Floor in the GTSH which would provide unencumbered indoor location tracking using 

pressure sensors located beneath floor tiles. Kaddoura et al. [64] describe such a system where a 

pressure sensor is centrally placed underneath each square foot block of the floor and is able to 

detect a foot step on any part of that block. This system is not only able to provide nearly 100% 

coverage over its area of deployment but is also relatively inexpensive as compared to other 

similar location tracking systems in use today. 

The Gator Tech Smart House has a residential-grade raised floor consisting of floor tiles 

measuring one square foot each. The process of deploying the piezoelectric pressure sensors was 

the same as described in [64]. 

The approach taken by Kaddoura et al. had the pressure sensors connected to Phidgets 

8/8/8 Interface Kits, which can only support a maximum of 8 sensors. For the second iteration of 

the Smart Floor, we used the Atlas platform (Fig. 8-2) together with its 32-way analog sensor 

board (Fig. 8-3), which supports 32 two-wire analog sensors. In this manner we were able to 

deploy the Smart Floor throughout a large section of the house (over 2000 sq. ft.) using only ten 

Atlas nodes. This improved the cost-effectiveness of the system. We also made use of the on-

board filtering capability of the platform to only transmit sensor data if there is a change in 
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readings beyond a user-defined threshold. This prevents the Smart Floor from flooding the entire 

sensor network in the house. 

The Smart Floor service was implemented using the generic analog sensor service bundle 

mentioned in Sec. 3.6. Applications, such as the Location Tracker (Fig. 8-4), access the Smart 

Floor sensor readings simply by subscribing as a listener to the dispatchPacket event produced 

by the bundle. 

Smart Front Door 

We created an intelligent front door in the GTSH to support elderly and disabled residents. 

The door facilitates access to the house by means of a keyless entry system using Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID) badges and an automatic door opening, closing and locking 

mechanism. Voice control of the door also allows the resident to grant access to visitors without 

having to move to the foyer.  

The door is fitted with a Mi-KF01P deadbolt locking mechanism (Fig. 8-5) offering both 

electronic operation for keyless entry and conventional operation using keys. The deadbolt 

turning mechanism is driven by a standard 5V direct current motor connected to an Atlas node 

using a motor driver board. For opening and closing the door we use the Private-Door Duo door 

opener (Fig. 8-6) because it allows both automatic and manual operation. 

The Front Door service bundle coordinates the functioning of the door lock and the door-

opening mechanisms. It provides services to the application developers to both lock/unlock the 

door and also to open/close it if necessary. It also makes sure that conflicting commands issued 

to the Atlas node controlling the door are not executed, for example, opening a door which is 

locked. The lock/unlock commands issued by this bundle are executed by the Atlas node 

controlling the locking mechanism while the door open/close commands are issued as X10 

commands to the door opener.  
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Using this service bundle, one of the co-authors developed an application which allows 

residents keyless entry into the Smart House via the use of RFID badges and also allows the 

resident to operate the front door by issuing simple voice commands from anywhere inside the 

house. 

Results 

Live-in trials began in the GTSH on March 24, 2006 [65]. The subjects’ activities are 

being monitored and logged for analysis by our collaborators in the Department of Occupational 

Therapy. Writing the logging application was a straight-forward task because Atlas provides a 

homogeneous interface to the plethora of hardware devices installed in the house. Like other 

GTSH applications, the logger is a bundle running in our middleware framework. It can 

subscribe to events from various service bundles and from other applications to record data 

produced in the house. 

Purdue NILE-PDT 

The NILE-PDT (Phenomena Detection and Tracking) system was developed by the 

Indiana Database Center at Purdue University to detect and track environmental phenomena (gas 

clouds, oil spills, etc.). They required a platform that would allow their system to sample data 

streams from many different sensors. Additionally, NILE-PDT needed to control the data 

streams by altering the sampling rate of the sensors using feedback algorithms, a mechanism that 

required uniform interfacing with every sensor in the network. The Atlas platform was a perfect 

match for NILE-PDT. 

In addition to providing a uniform interface to heterogeneous sensors, Atlas also offers a 

plug-and-play development model, even for applications written outside our framework. NILE-

PDT had been in development for years, and it was almost fully implemented before Atlas was 

available. Other conflicts arose during this collaboration, such as NILE-PDT using User 
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Datagram Protocol (UDP) for communication (the current Communication Layer for Atlas uses 

Transmission Control Protocol, or TCP) or the device drivers for the sensors providing raw data 

readings (NILE-PDT expects time-stamped data). 

We expect these types of conflicts will be common when groups use a third-party platform 

with their existing applications. We created a proxy system in the framework to resolve these 

issues. Using this interface, the NILE-PDT developers were able to create a proxy in our 

framework that formed the bridge between the sensor services and the NILE-PDT engine. Our 

middleware allows external applications to upload and register these proxy services into the 

framework.  

The NILE-PDT team was able to implement their system without having any knowledge 

about the internal workings of the Atlas platform. A collaborative paper [66] and demonstration 

based on this research was presented at the Very Large Data Bases (VLDB) 2005 conference. 

 

 

Figure 8-1. Servo motor attached to the Smart Blinds. 
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Figure 8-2. Tile of the Smart Floor, with Atlas node. 

 

 

Figure 8-3. Atlas node connected to 32 pressure sensors. 
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Figure 8-4. Graphical display of location tracker service. 

 

 

Figure 8-5. Connecting the electronic deadbolt to the Atlas platform. 

 

 

Figure 8-6. Private-Door Duo electronic door opener.
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The Atlas platform is functional and is commercially available to researchers and other 

groups. It can be obtained from Pervasa, Inc. (a University of Florida startup) at 

www.pervasa.com. Interest from both Industry and Academia indicate that Atlas has great value. 

But we have only begun to position Atlas as a true building block of programmable pervasive 

spaces. Concepts such as service-oriented sensor and actuator platform, programming models, 

and mobile sensor islands are among the many useful components that offer a basic framework 

for the field. But it will take much more experience for our understanding of sensor networks to 

mature. We need to develop new programming models and languages, and IDEs and other 

associated tools. As the field continues to experiment, we will find new ways in which pervasive 

computing can work symbiotically with other research. Continuing architectural improvements 

in speed, miniaturization and power consumption will allow us to pack more intelligence into 

more spaces and devices. Standards will emerge that will facilitate the seamless sharing of data 

and services among spaces. The next version of Atlas is already in development. This section 

will provide an overview of the major changes and improvements that we have planned. 

Hardware Roadmap 

We are investigating two combined Power/Communication Layers using power-line 

communication and power-over-Ethernet. Other power-related development includes energy 

harvesting designs using resources such high-frequency radio waves, solar power, or vibration. 

The stackable 2x2" form factor has worked well for most projects, but we are also 

investigating a more compact design for applications that require a smaller footprint. Extreme 

miniaturization is not planned because working (programming, installing, etc.) with tiny nodes is 

difficult. 
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We are also developing pre-configured Device Connection Layers. These layers come with 

integrated sensor arrays, allowing users to deploy an Atlas network out of the box, without 

requiring any configuration of the hardware. 

Middleware Roadmap 

Data Processing 

While the primary goal for the Atlas project was developing a sensor and actuator platform 

to enable programmable pervasive spaces, the platform is an appropriate tool for researchers and 

groups working in other fields. As mentioned in Sec. 6.2, we are collaborating with Purdue 

University on the Nile-PDT project, which involves reading streams of data from sensors. We 

are working to enhance the data streaming capabilities of the platform. This involves expanding 

the data processing functionality both onboard Atlas nodes and inside the service framework. 

Some of the capabilities being developed are data filtering, data aggregation, and query 

processing. 

Distributed Middleware Servers 

The current release of the Atlas platform assumes a single computer will be running the 

middleware framework that hosts the software-service representations of connected devices. 

However, in an extremely large or densely packed environment, so many services running on a 

single computer could result in poor performance. Additionally, a single pervasive space could 

cover many geographically dispersed areas. We are developing a distributed version of the 

middleware to solve these issues. This new architecture allows a hierarchical grouping of 

middleware servers, each of which can connect to Atlas nodes and other servers, feeding 

information to a parent server. 
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Alternate Service Frameworks 

The Atlas platform is focused primarily on an Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) 

framework. However, we are in the process of porting our middleware to the Microsoft .NET 

framework. An alpha version of this framework exists, where devices are represented as Web 

Services. 
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APPENDIX 
EXAMPLE NESC SOURCE CODE USED IN ATLAS FIRMWARE 

Interface 

interface SampleInterface { 
 /* commands are implemented by modules that PROVIDE interface */ 
 command uint8_t returnByte(uint8_t b); 
 /* declare structure 'async' to use inside event handler */ 
 async command void init(); 
 /* events are implemented by modules that USE interface */ 
 event void hardwareEvent(); 
} 

Interface Provider 

module Provider { 
 provides interface SampleInterface; 
} 
 
implementation { 
 uint8_t base; 
 /* implementation of interface */ 
 command uint8_t SampleInterface.returnByte(uint_t b) { 
  return (b + base); 
 } 
 async command void SampleInterface.init() { 
  /* command is async, must ensure thread safeness */ 
  atomic { 
   base = 0; 
  } 
 } 
 /* default implementation for interface's event (if no user is wired) */ 
 default event void SampleInterface.hardwareEvent() { return; } 
} 
 

Interface User 

module User { 
 uses interface SampleInterface; 
} 
 
implementation { 
 /* application function */ 
 uint8_t runZero() { 
  return call SampleInterface.returnByte(0); 
 } 
 /* implementation of interface */ 
 event void SampleInterface.hardwareEvent() { 
  call SampleInterface.init(); 
  runZero(); 
  call SampleInterface.returnByte(1); 
 } 
} 

Configuration Wiring 

configuration SampleApplicationC {} 
 
implementation { 
 components Provider, User; 
 User.SampleInterface -> Provider.SampleInterface; 
} 
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